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SUMMARY
Composed of two elements (the written and the visual), this thesis explores the
difficult task of materializing war m e m o r y both historically (in material culture) and
also through m y o w n artistic practice. The written component of this thesis aims to
explore the way in which m e m o r y is understood and managed through association with
material objects, particularly in relation to the m e m o r y of the First World War. This
writing is intended not as a dissection of the visual work but as an introduction to the
ideas which have formed the basis for m y studio practice. The visual work explores
both the concept of m e m o r y in its broadest sense and also specific war memories,
through drawing on both the literal content and aesthetic qualities of the Memorial
Books.

Though it is almost ninety years since the end of the 'war to end all wars' and most of
those w h o mourned its destruction have n o w passed, material fragments of their
memories continue to surface. A m o n g the archives and in family homes, evidence of
the loss of war is hidden. T h e Memorial Books that are investigated throughout this
thesis represent a memorial type that has until now, been under-examined, and one
which allows a rare insight into the m e m o r y and loss felt in connection to the First
World War. In m y attempt to explore the ephemeral nature of m e m o r y through the
tactility and viscosity of paint, the tangible attempts to describe the metaphysical.
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INTRODUCTION
'Everyone from the First World War is dead anyway'

"Everyone from the First World War is dead anyway", was the response of one World
W a r T w o veteran and R.S.L. m e m b e r upon being introduced to m y current research1.
While his response was somewhat surprising, I began to realise that the meaning of
this war to veterans of subsequent conflicts m a y differ from its significance to those of
us w h o have no lived experience or connection to armed conflict. This veteran's
experience is grounded in reality, mine in an imaginative remembering of history. For
those like m e , w h o have no reference to experience, the First World W a r symbolises
what war can be: the potential for incomprehensible loss, its ability to affect each and
every one of us and to alter our entire world in an instant. For a nation federated just
over one hundred years ago, this war marks the beginning of all wars and certainly not
"the war to end all wars".

In Australia today, as in 1915, there are families experiencing the anxiety caused by a
absent loved one fighting in a conflict abroad. However, less than 2000 of Australia's
approximately twenty million people are deployed in operations overseas today, in
contrast to the 300 000 m e n from a population of less than five million w h o enlisted in
the First World War 2 . This indicates that our present day understanding of armed
conflict is incomparable to the proportion of those affected by the First World War. I
was reminded of the incomprehensible nature of the 'Great War' as I sat browsing
through the photographs I had taken of one of the Memorial Books, early in m y
doctoral candidature. I was searching for a particularly poignant page where the maker
of the book, nurse Ellen Imlay, noted that the photograph opposite was a picture of her
very close childhood friend w h o was killed in action. M y research was interrupted by a
somewhat unfamiliar sound roaring overhead. It was the sound of Australian Defence
Force helicopters, seven of them in total. I recalled a letter sent out by the local city
council, about a fortnight beforehand, which warned residents that an anti-terrorism
exercise was to take place at a nearby recreation reserve. That sound, so loud,
obtrusive and horrifying is unfamiliar to us, here, today. But w e should not forget that
it is a familiar sound for those living in countries at war, one note in an orchestra of
1
2

Anonymous RSL Member (Bendigo) 2005
'Australian War Memorial' 2006

1

conflict. Sister Imlay m a d e her books when such terrifying sounds were familiar. W a r
was reality and still is a reality - perhaps not to us, but to other m e n , w o m e n and
children in other parts of our world.

Composed of two elements (the written and the visual) this thesis considers this
precarious balance between remembering and forgetting, through an examination of
some of the m a n y attempts that have been m a d e to preserve the m e m o r y of the First
World W a r . While there has been a great deal of recent scholarly research into
memorial monuments, within a wide variety of disciplines, there has been a tendency
to ignore those objects that do not fit within the c o m m o n commemorative categories.
The Memorial Books of the First World W a r are one such example of a little known
and significantly under-examined memorial form, until n o w classified among major
collections as general ephemera3. Although m y desire to research the Memorial Books
was influenced somewhat by their absence from existing research, the driving force
behind the project was an interest in both the emotive content and aesthetic value of
the books and the influence that these qualities would have on m y studio practice. A
major challenge of any thesis within the visual arts is achieving a synthesis between
the written and visual components of the project. The task requires one to allow ideas
stemming from academic reading to enrich the studio work, whilst maintaining the
distance required to enable continued artistic development and freedom. It has always
been m y intention that the paintings produced as part of this thesis be more than mere
illustrations of a paper formed independently of the studio research. Instead, the
direction of the written component of this thesis has been as m u c h informed by studio
developments as the studio has been influenced by it. Thus, the written and practical
aspects of this research are comprehensively intertwined with each informing the
other. However, in order to address both the key conceptual ideas and significant
studio outcomes in a logical and complete order the thesis will first focus on the
theoretical and historical underpinnings in Part One, followed in Part T w o by a review
ofthe studio journey, its discoveries and outcomes.
I began my research at a time when I was dealing with significant personal grief, and
was struck by the enormity of the loss that the First World W a r must have had, not
only on individuals, but also on that entire generation. Each and every Australian lost,
3

'Australian War Memorial' 2006
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or knew someone w h o had lost a family member, friend or partner. Death was
everywhere, and in most cases traditional funerary rituals were denied by the absence
of a body. Consequently, grief found other outlets. In order to address such
representations of war m e m o r y it seemed necessary tofirstunderstand the way in
which objects had been employed in the service of memory, not only in wartime but in
peacetime too. 1.1, Materialising memory, focuses on such representations of personal
memory. The Chapter begins with a broad examination of the representation of
memory in the material world and follows with an analysis of visual artworks that
respond to this phenomenon both conceptually and through the qualities inherent to
their medium. This analysis of responses to memory in various visual media outlines
some of the possibilities and challenges presented to m e in m y quest to address the
m e m o r y and loss of war through the two-dimensional medium of painting. The chapter
concludes with a more specific look at the physical representation of death-related
memories and the more urgent desire to both remember and forget that often
accompanies such events. Throughout the chapter the complexities of memory
preservation will be discussed and the apparent impossibility of making memory
permanent will also be addressed.

A closer look at war-related commemorative practices follows in 1.2, Monuments and
memorials. It will be shown that although the material representation of wartime grief
shares m a n y similarities with that of peacetime memory, the total devastation of war
has resulted in the creation of n e w kinds of memory objects. This chapter aims to
establish a grounds in which the Memorial Books m a y be understood, through
exploring some ofthe m a n y definitions and categories that have been assigned to
monuments and memorials both historically and also in recent scholarly research. Such
definitions will be useful in comparing more commonly accepted memorial forms with
the Memorial Books that will be examined at length in the chapter that follows.

1.3, Text, books and memory introduces the book as an object of memory, examining
the way in which books have been used in order to remember and, in some cases, to
forget. Traditionally, m e m o r y was entrusted to the literal content of a book's pages.
However, this chapter will show that it is not only the meaning of the words that evoke
memory, but also the aesthetic qualities of the text, paper and binding. It will then be
argued that it is both the literal and aesthetic qualities of the Memorial Books that
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enable them to evoke a sense of m e m o r y so effectively. Detailed descriptions of the
Memorial Books will follow, highlighting the many visual aspects that have influenced
the studio work, and which will again be touched on in Part T w o of this thesis.

While the first three chapters of Part One follow a logical order, developing the idea
materialising m e m o r y from personal m e m o r y objects to monuments and memorials
followed by the specific examination of the Memorial Books, the fourth chapter may
seem a deviation. However, 1.4, Memory

and Place, examines the various ways in

which physical sites m a y also be considered objects of memory. This chapter was
conceived after the studio work had taken a shift away from references to memory
objects (figures and headstones) and toward an interest in landscape. While the first
three chapters discuss the ideas that formed the foundation for this thesis, the fourth
was conceived through developments within the studio research, thus indicating an
ongoing exchange between the written and visual aspects of the thesis. Despite the
differing origin of this fourth chapter, it remains grounded in the core concept of
materialising m e m o r y and associations m a y be made between the landscape, Memorial
Books, stone monuments and the m a n y other m e m o r y objects addressed throughout
Part One. A site, it will be argued, m a y become associated with m e m o r y through both
the circumstances of its history and also through human construction. These two types
of m e m o r y landscapes will be discussed in relation to specific sites and also the way in
which various artists have interpreted such places. Finally, the way in which landscape
m a y act as a metaphor for m e m o r y will follow this more literal examination of the
relationship between m e m o r y and place.

Departing from the theoretical, Part Two moves toward a more personal, diaristic
approach in considering the studio practice, and its relationship to the ideas outlined in
Part One. 2.1, The journey: From form to nothingness aims not to describe the
paintings submitted as part of this thesis, but instead hopes to illuminate the research
process and the way in which the studio practice has developed over the course of m y
candidature. Beginning with a reflection on some early drawings produced as part of
m y Honours studies and following a chronological order, this chapter will touch on
many of the key works and events that have informed the paintings submitted for
examination. Throughout the chapter some ofthe ideas explored within Part O n e will
be revisited in order to further communicate the connection between the written and
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visual components of the thesis. Though it will be demonstrated that a number of
major shifts have occurred within the studio work in terms of subject matter, palette
and surface quality, it will also be argued that the underlying motivation for the work
has remained constant. From large-scale figurative drawings to atmospheric fields of
text, the work has always centred on the problem of painting absence.

In my attempt to paint this overwhelming loss felt by survivors of the Great War, and
as expressed by many within the Memorial Books, depictions of specific events and
particular individuals seemed inadequate. H o w does one describe a loss so immense
and widely felt without resorting to typical sentiment and justifications for loss?
Remembering, for the generation of the First World War, was important in aiding the
grieving process and a means by which the living could honour and express gratitude
to those w h o had given their lives for the c o m m o n cause. W h y then, is it important for
the present generation to remember a war that they did not experience? A s an outsider,
that is, someone w h o has not experienced war first-hand, I a m acutely aware of m y
position in relation to others w h o witnessed and endured this loss. I a m not like those
artists w h o saw the war from the trenches, nor a m I like the w o m e n w h o waved
goodbye to their sons, husbands and brothers. I a m an outsider, yet I too feel
compelled to cry when in the presence of the endless list of names, or when standing in
the dark cold silence of 5.30am each April 25. 'We' will remember them. But h o w do
w e remember them?

There is no denying that we remember something, but for those of you who are like
me, w e no longer remember someone. Instead w e are encouraged to remember the
gallant and the brave, the heroes and (occasionally) the heroines. W h e n looking at the
countless names, w e don't remember what the generation before remembered. W e
don't remember the days when H u g h Alexander M c L e a n worked on his Uncle's farm4,
or h o w Len Westgarth spent Christmas 1915 in his dugout, devouring a muchappreciated pudding sent by Mrs Pye5. W e especially do not remember the blood of the
battlefields or the smell of rotting corpses. Our picture of the war is too often painted
in a nostalgic sepia tone, and decorated with stories of mateship and valour, of nation

* Bangerang School No. 2262 Roll of Honour n.d.
5
Milton Street Church of England Sunday School, Hamilton: Honour Roll of Former Scholars who
served in Great War of 1914-1918. (Compiled by Mannett, O., Hickmer, M. and Hickmer, N.), c.191
1920

5

building and the 'greater good'. It is entirely understandable that the real rememberers
made memorials that clutched at the positives and justified such an unjustifiable loss.
The painful and distressing memories were forever etched into their minds. W h a t is
unfortunate though, is the consequent disappearance of objects and texts that express
these emotions and hence a lack of understanding amongst this generation of what war
really means to the people w h o survive it. N o w that the unspoken memories are dying
with those w h o carried them for decades, isn't it time that w e dip our brushes in tones
that reflect the loss of war rather than the w a r m haze of a sentimental and glorious
past?

6

PART ONE
Theoretical underpinnings

Figure 1: Detail of the Milton Street Memorial Book, 2005
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1.1 MATERIALISING MEMORY
In today's western culture, more than ever, society struggles to understand the
immaterial world. It seems that in order for something to be real it must be tangible
and able to be evaluated by the senses of touch, taste, sight, hearing and smell. With
the fast progression of science and the need tofindevidence or proof for all the great
mysteries of the world, faith in the immaterial is becoming less and less stable. In the
past, people were left with little other choice than to believe in that which was
unproven, since science had not progressed to a point where proof was obtainable6.
However, society as it exists today relies very heavily on evidence and our 'won't
believe it until w e see it' mentality has had dire consequences on our ability to
understand the metaphysical aspects of life.

As our lived experiences turn very quickly from the real into the remembered past, we
clasp at any evidence that proves our experience existed. W e take photographs, record
videos, write diaries and keep mementos of experiences that w e deem worthy of
documentation. The 'memory objects' that result from this continual recording grant
legitimacy and reality to our memories. Our memories are provided with a physical
existence and by consequence become easier to comprehend. Other experiences, often
the mundane or everyday happenings go unrecorded; w e choose which memories to
preserve.7

The photographs displayed on the wall of a family home, for example, depict moments
of happiness and important milestones such as weddings and birthdays. Rarely, are the
tragedies of our lives documented in this way and even more rarely are they displayed
openly.8 Memories are preserved at the omission of others, thereby creating an

5

Ajmar, Marta 1999, p79, makes the connection between the Renaissance and the beginning ofthe idea
of objects as containers of memory, thus highlighting the possibility that the rise of science has led to a
decline of faith in the immaterial; Forty, Adrian and Susanne KUchler 1999, p2; Riegl, Alois 1903
[1998], p28, also draw a connection between Renaissance thinking and the use of objects as containers
of memory.
7
Hallam, Elizabeth and Jennifer Lorna Hockey 2001, p8-9, examine h o w our choice of 'memory
objects' is influenced by our desire to remember some events and experiences and to forget others:
"While memory is sustained through the social circulation of material objects - for example, family
photographs and albums, the visibility of certain material forms is also implicated in what is forgotten".
8
Crimmings, E m m a 2003, p38, on the preservation of 'happy memories'; Raphael, Beverley and
University of Tasmania. 1995, p2, suggests that there is a "socially sanctioned" reinforcement of certain
memories.
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incomplete history, shaped by our pre-conceived notion of what is and what is not
important to remember about our pasts.

Furthermore, by containing memories within objects we chose when to reveal and
when to hide our them, w e can provide our memories with a logical order, and w e
believe w e can discard certain memories by disposing of the objects associated with
them. Elizabeth Hallam and Jenny Hockey in their 2001 publication, Death, Memory
and Material Culture, discuss the numerous ways in which humans attempt to control
and preserve their memories through material objects:
In contemporary western societies 'memories' are often perceived as though they are
possessions: w e keep and preserve our memories almost as though they are objects in a
personal museum. W e choose w h e n to disclose or display our memories to others, either in the
form of personal narratives or photographs. They are, therefore, associated with individual
agency in the sense that w e imagine ourselves to be responsible for, or in control of our
memories.9

While the use of objects to contain, preserve and revive memories may appear to give
us some control over them, memories can not be captured as easily as a camera catches
afleetingimage; they can not befiledlogically or drawn upon at will as documents in
a filing cabinet m a y be; and despite the desperate need of many to let go of distressing
memories, they can not be disposed of as easily as the objects w e associate with them.
M e m o r y is continually forged, reshaped, lost, recovered and selected.

Personal memories do not remain frozen in time or perfectly preserved, they evolve
and are renewed and reinvented in the context of the present. The stories told by others
w h o shared the experience influence the individual's recollection ofthe event. Facts,
the narratives of others and fantasies become a blurry mixture, unable to be separated.
Happy childhood memories m a y become romanticised, traumatic events m a y be
blocked out, and mundane moments simply forgotten." Furthermore, objects, sounds,

9

Hallam, Elizabeth and Jennifer Lorna Hockey 2001, p3
Draaisma, D. 2000; Forty, Adrian and Susanne Kiichler 1999, p2-3, discuss various western
metaphors for memory and their inadequacies. The possibility that objects aid forgetting as much as
they aid remembrance is also investigated.
" Raphael, Beverley and University of Tasmania. 1995, p5-6, states that such 'amnesia' is characteristic
of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
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smells and places can arouse memories unexpectedly.12 And, ironically, a photograph
taken with the intention of preserving a particular event m a y fail to evoke memories of
that moment. Despite our continual attempts to control m e m o r y it remains elusive and
largely autonomous.

It is this elusiveness and mystery surrounding the nature of memory that has occupied
the minds of numerous visual artists. Artists have investigated various aspects of
m e m o r y from the neurological to the sentimental, across all disciplines. However, the
paradox that lies within all art that attempts to address issues of m e m o r y is that it is the
tangible attempting to describe the ephemeral.13 Like m e m o r y objects, art about
m e m o r y relies on the ability of the beholder to connect the physical object to specific
memories and also to ideas of m e m o r y and the past in general.14 In m a n y instances the
medium itself becomes central to the expression of ideas relating to memory. For
example, the process of taking a photograph, capturing a m o m e n t in time, is as
important to the discussion of m e m o r y as the final photograph itself.15 Furthermore, art
that is an investigation of m e m o r y automatically becomes an investigation of the role
of materiality in the m e m o r y process. Whether by intention or not, the very materiality
of the art itself suggests a connection between material object (the artwork) and
immaterial m e m o r y (the subject).

This connection is strongly suggested in three-dimensional art forms, where the objectness of the artwork is a primary feature. B y using three-dimensional forms to explore
issues of memory, Doris Salcedo and Cara Mocszygemba enable the viewer to connect
ideas and memories of the past to physical objects within the present. Unlike the
memory objects mentioned earlier (photographs, h o m e videos and diaries), the artwork
of both Salcedo and Mocszygemba does not only arise out of a need to preserve
12

Proust, Marcel 1981 Williams, Howard 2003, pi 18, "Remembrance is stimulated by the senses.
Memories of the dead were evoked by the sound of the funerary oration or the epitaph being read aloud;
the smell of the pyre or the commemorative flowers; the taste of food and wine; and the touch of the
earth ofthe grave or the stone ofthe monument. But above all, remembering the dead was a visual
feast"; Stewart, Susan 1999, agrees with Proust's study, "... houses, the image of a face, bowls of fruit
at suppers, the letters of M a d a m e de Savigne, any objects or referents from sense experience, have the
capacity to be totems of the dead, totems by which w e carry forward a memory of the dead which can
never be total."
13
Engberg, Juliana 1997, p35, comments on this paradox in her brief essay on the paintings of Helga
Groves, "...there is the rivalry between the physical surface and its metaphysical content: the insistence
on, and contemplation of materiality over the creation of an illusion."
14
Forty, Adrian and Susanne Kiichler 1999, p2
15
Barthes, Roland 2000; Ennis, Helen 2005; Edwards, Elizabeth 1999, p222
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specific memories, but also responds to more general concepts of memory.
Furthermore, the work of both artists alludes to private and specific memories without
ever providing a definitive narrative of the past. W e recognise their sculptural objects
as containers of m e m o r y without instruction as to the specifics of the memories they
'contain'.'6

Fragments of cloth and worn furniture suggest an absent presence in Salcedo's
sculptures (Figures 2 and 3). These ephemeral objects are cemented in place as if to
preserve them in stone, to memorialise them. The objects are immediately recognised
as belonging to the past.17 They are functionless, immovable and appear to be frozen in
time. The merging of recognisable parts to become a strange but familiar whole add to
the past-ness of the objects. Just as with memory, things become fragmented, shift and
morph into objects outside of our reality. The objects are inaccessible, a set of drawers
once able to be opened and clothing once able to be worn, are like those objects in our
memories: visible in our minds but no longer able to be physically penetrated. There is
a barrier between the viewer and Salcedo's objects. Their familiarity invites a learned
response, whilst their concrete containment rejects such a gesture: a cupboard that was
intended to open becomes sealed shut and its contents are no longer accessible.

Figure 2: Doris Salcedo, detail of
untitled, 1995.

Figure 3: Doris Salcedo, installation of untitled
works, 1989-1995.

16
Gough, Julie 2005; Meskimmon, Dr. Marsha 2005; Turner, Dr. Caroline 2005, at the 'Art and
Commemoration' conference at Australian National University, Canberra, discussed the issue of
labeling artworks and the amount of information that should or should not be provided about particular
artworks.
17
Riegl, Alois 1903 [1998], p622, labels this quality of an object as "age-value" a concept that will be
explored further in chapter 1.2, Monuments and memorials.
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The concreted forms work in m u c h the same manner as memorial monuments,
providing the ephemerality of m e m o r y with permanent structure.18 At the same time,
the ambiguity surrounding the specifics of the memories defy any attempt to grant
them real permanency. Salcedo's work does, however, address specific memories,
which to the artist and those viewers w h o have sought further information regarding
the work, appears clear. This demonstrates that m e m o r y objects must be accompanied
by a degree of knowledge to appreciate the specifics ofthe memories they 'contain'.19
While a lack of this knowledge surrounding a m e m o r y object, and indeed Salcedo's
work, m a y deny access to specific memories, the allusion to m e m o r y and the past still
remains quite clear. O n e need not k n o w the complete history surrounding an object in
order to sense its relationship to the past. A n old pair of shoes, for example, is
immediately recognisable as having a history and therefore there is a possibility of
memories having been attached to them.20

While it may be preferable for a memory object to provide the beholder with a
narrative of the past and hence enable a more complete reconstruction of the memories
it attempts to contain, these qualities are not necessarily preferable within artwork that
explores themes of memory. The ambiguity surrounding the specifics of m e m o r y in
Salcedo's work enable a broader reading of its subject. The work can be seen to
comment simultaneously on specific memories and issues as well as more generally,
on the nature of m e m o r y itself.

Moczygemba's ghostly forms share this ambiguity of memory with the work of
Salcedo. Like Salcedo, Moczygemba manipulates the surface of her sculptures in order
to endow them with marks of age and wear.21 In addition, Moczygemba morphs
familiar objects to create strange new objects in a manner similar to Salcedo's merging
furniture pieces. T h e central niche of her sculpture Venice, for example, contains a
bee-like acorn suspended in flight (Figure 4). 22 However, unlike Salcedo's solid
'monuments', Moczygemba's sculptures appear ephemeral, as though in the process of
18

Meskimmon, Dr. Marsha 2005, argued that Salcedo's objects function as memorials when viewed as
installations (groups of objects) and as monuments when viewed as singular objects.
19
Meskimmon, Dr. Marsha 2005, stated that Salcedo's work, when exhibited outside of Colombia, is
often accompanied by text panels that provide information regarding the events that have inspired the
work, thus the viewer is able to connect with the specific memories addressed.
20
Forty, Adrian and Susanne Kiichler 1999; Riegl, Alois 1903 [1998], p24
21
Brown, Glen R. 2000, p41; Riegl, Alois 1903 [1998], p24
22
Brown, Glen R. 2000, p41
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Figure 4: Cara Moczygemba, Venice c.2000

decay. The two artists also differ in that Salcedo draws from a collective memory and
Moczygemba from private memories, creating significant contrasts in the way each
respond to the memory process. While Salcedo uses objects that are commonly
associated with memories, a kind of generic m e m o r y object (clothing and old
furniture), the elements of Moczygemba's sculptures are more specific to her personal
childhood memories. For example, the bees in Venice are related to both her
experiences in Venice and also memories of her Grandfather w h o kept bees23.
Moczygemba'sfiguresare reminiscent ofthe boxes of Joseph Cornell24. The
combination of childhood toys (doll heads) and an underlying sense of time clearly
suggest a longing for the past. Like Cornell, Moczygemba places together a collection
of seemingly unconnected objects, and as a result the sculptures become a montage of
23

Brown, Glen R. 2000, p41, states that the bee (the symbol of the Baberini family of Venice) is
included in Moczygemba's sculpture Venice both on the rear ofthe bust and also in a more abstracted
form (morphed with an acorn) in the central niche. Moczygemba states within the article that her
Grandfather kept bees and that the bee therefore has connections with the artist's childhood memories.
24
Brown, Glen R. 2000, p41
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experiences; a collection of memories. Moczygemba's sculptures assimilate the way in
which memory is pieced together from a number of fragments to become a version of
the original event but never to re-form that reality. Though the work of Salcedo and
Moczygemba differs greatly, both share a concern with the nature of memory and the
way it can be represented through the three-dimensional object. In many ways their art
forms replicate the m e m o r y objects mentioned previously.

Unlike sculpture and installation, photography and film spring directly from the need
to preserve memory. A s Elizabeth Edwards states:
.. .photographs belong to that class of objects formed specifically to remember, rather than
being objects around which memory accrues through contextual association (although they can
become this as well). For photographs express a desire for memory and the act of keeping a
photograph is, like other souvenirs, an act of faith in the future. They are made to hold the
fleeting, to still time, to create memory. 2S

W h e n an artist uses these technologies to not only 'still time' and 'create memory', but
also to comment on the nature of memory itself, the concept of the physical
photograph becomes equally important to its image.26

Melbourne-based photographer Sue Ford uses this medium as an exploration of time,
personal and collective histories and by consequence, memory. From 1974 to 1996
Ford completed My Faces 1975, Time Series 1974, Time Series 1982 and Faces 19751995. Each series was based on the changing faces of her subjects over a number of
years (Figure 5).27

Figure 5: Sue Ford, detail of Faces 1975-1995,1996
25

Edwards, Elizabeth 1999, p222
Barthes, Roland 2000; Ennis, Helen 2005, stated that the relationship between photographs and
memory extends beyond the subject of the image. Evidence of memory within photographs can also
found in the physical object, the marks of wear and inscription, the photographer's intentions, the
viewer's interpretations and the manner in which they are displayed.
27
Gibson, Ross 2003a; Stanhope, Zara 2004
26
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By photographing her subjects on three separate occasions over a number of years, the
physical changes of the aging human face are captured. While the works highlight the
ability of photography to capture an image ofthe past, they simultaneously comment
on the inability of this (or any) m e d i u m to return to a given moment in time. Time
continues to pass, the faces continue to age and the photograph can only exist as a
trace of h o w things once were. This body of work is more a commentary on the
limitations of photography in the m e m o r y process, than a documentary of the subjects
photographed. This series as with m u c h of Ford's work (including Somewhere in
France, 1999, which will be discussed in chapter 1.3 Text, books and memory), is
underpinned by the theme of time and therefore cannot be separated from the issues of
memory discussed herein.

In 2003 the Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI) exhibited a collection of
works centred on the theme of remembrance 28 . While the diversity of the work attested
to the broad range of ways in which m e m o r y is both experienced and expressed,
almost all of the work was reliant on the existing connection between its medium
(predominantly film) and memory preservation. While there was a tendency for
exhibiting artists to draw directly from their o w n personal 'memory archive' the most
fascinating aspect of the exhibition was the ability of many of the works to speak
simultaneously of private and public memories and also to comment on the
fundamental connection between their m e d i u m and the memory process itself.29 Super
8 film with its fuzzy,flickeringand scratched quality, for example, was utilized by
many artists within the exhibition in order to endow their works with a sense of age.
A m o n g the works within the exhibition that consciously employ Super 8 film to
suggest m e m o r y are Peter Forgacs' works Bourgeois Dictionaries and Meanwhile
Somewhere...1940-1943 and also N a o m i Bishops and Richard Raber's Traces.30

28

Gibson, Ross 2003b
Tutton, Sarah 2003, pl06-109, describes Deborah Petrovich's highly personal memory piece |Uncle
Bill': "For Petrovitch, memories are inherently disjointed and fragmentary. M e m o r y is neither linear m
sequential." Tutton further argues that the C D - R O M format employed by Petrovich elicits "a reflexive
rather than rational response from viewers, Uncle Bill can be seen to mimic the ways in which people
remember and recall."
50
Crimmings, E m m a 2003; Trigg, Fiona 2003

29
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Figure 6: Peter Forgacs, stills from Bourgeois Dictionaries, 1992 and Meanwhile
Somewhere...1940-1943, 1994

Visitors to ACMI met Forgacs' work upon descending the stairs into the lower screen
gallery (Figure 6). Without confrontation the works quietly suggested a time departed.
The two works were played simultaneously on largeflatscreen monitors hung side by
side at the base of the gallery staircase. O n the left, Bourgeois Dictionaries flickered
through a collection of seemingly 'happy' memories appropriated from h o m e movies
and amateurfilmrecorded by the Hungarian middle-class. Alphabetically ordered
captions at the base of the screen such as Courtyard, Cyclamen and Communism,
hinted at the disparities between public and private memory. 31 However, without
background information, or indeed, the second work played beside it, one m a y believe
this collection of images assumes an innocent and nostalgic position in relation to the
past it represents. However, the second screen displaying Meanwhile
Somewhere.. .1940-1943, and the privilege of hindsight suggest a far more sinister and
uncomfortable relation to the past. Composed of footage from afilmdocumenting the
public head shaving of a Polish girl and her German boyfriend and interspersed with
images of mundane occurrences, Meanwhile Somewhere.. .1940-1943 is ironically
juxtaposed with Bourgeois Dictionaries:
The placing of the mundane only a breath away from the unthinkable, without a guiding
overview, highlights the tension not only between private and official histories, but also the
tension within these histories between narrative and chaos.32

Nostalgia plays a contrasting role in these works, that is, at least when they are seen
together.

31
32

Trigg, Fiona 2003, p72
Trigg, Fiona 2003, p72
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Figure 7: Naomi Bishops and Richard Raber, still from Traces, 2002

Bishops and Raber's Traces, on the other hand, through its three vertical screens of
flickering h o m e video extracts, alludes to a more purposefully nostalgic view of the
past in 1950-1960s Australia (Figure 7). Admitted within this work is the continual
tendency of h o m e moviemakers to capture the happy and most significant events of
their o w n personal histories. However, within the constraints of nostalgic imagery the
artists laboriously selected those moments within these 'happy' recordings when:
... viewers sense the whispers, glances, thoughts and voices that have been dormant for
decades and are betrayed by these stolen moments of struggle, discontent, isolation, longing.33

Both the work of Forgacs and Bishops and Raber are composed solely of footage
originally collected for archival purposes and both use the inherent nostalgic qualities
of the footage to their o w n ends. But perhaps the most significant link between the two
works is the employment of Super 8 film for its clear connections to memory. In
Forgacs' works the medium successfully connects us to the private 'memories' ofthe
Hungarian middle-class and the public 'memory' of countless humiliations and
atrocities in the 1930s-1950s and in Bishops and Raber's Super 8 footage alludes to a
collection of private memories of the 1950s and 1960s in Australia. However, it is
unlikely that Super 8 film could so strongly suggest memories from all periods. Events
33

Crimmings, Emma 2003, p38
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prior to 1920 and after 1980, for example, were not commonly recorded with Super 8
film. Thus, popular notions of h o w memories of such times should be represented are
likely to be based around the media with which the given event was originally
recorded. That is, Super 8 film does suggest memory but specifically it suggests
memory from 1920 to 1980. While it m a y be argued that the very quality of this
medium, with its flickering, slightly blurred images is suggestive of memory, the
element of authenticity which photographic images inevitably promise is lost once the
recording technology is placed outside of its o w n time.

Other forms of moving image media that are not so readily attached to notions of
memory (interactive installation and C D - R O M s for example) also became
materialisations of m e m o r y within the exhibition. For instance, Deborah Petrovitch's
C D - R O M Uncle Bill, took the participant on a journey through the dark memories of
Petrovitch's past. While effects of fragmentation, disorientation and blurring were
employed to enhance the allusion to memory, this work, among others in the
exhibition, was more about specific memories than the notion of memory in general34.
Hence the necessity for the m e d i u m to immediately connect the viewer with the
concept of m e m o r y was not of primary importance here.

To this point we have discussed the materialisation of memory in three-dimensional,
photographic and moving art forms. While three-dimensional works connect with
memory through associations to monumentality and private m e m o r y objects,
photographs and moving images connect through their already existent function of
recording memories (family snaps and h o m e videos). H o w then does an artist of twodimensional media (specifically painting and drawing) connect with the broad theme
of memory, and in particular with memories of absence and loss as expressed in the
Memorial Books of the First World W a r ?

Although it seems logical that an artist exploring issues of memory should do so
through a medium that is closely associated with c o m m o n forms of memory
preservation, such as sculpture or photography, the strong link between art medium
and 'memory object' brings with it other complications. For example, sculpture and
installation-based works often become monuments or memorials in their o w n right.
34

Tutton, Sarah 2003
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Where this is intended, the result can be extremely powerful and evocative.35 In such
cases the artist, or indeed any person or group w h o feels the need to create a memorial,
is expressing their dissatisfaction with existing (or absence of) memorials to the
particular event of concern. Such dissatisfaction can be related to the form, location,
omissions or general emphasis of the existing memorial. Thus, artists working in threedimensional art forms must be certain that their work is intended to address the
inadequacies of existing memorials (and thus be read as a n e w memorial) and not
simply become a memorial through default of their medium. In addition, artwork that
is intended to analyse the nature of m e m o r y and the way in which m e m o r y has been
materialised, might best achieve this by commenting on existing memorials rather than
creating n e w ones or simply mimicking those already present.

Despite their c o m m o n function as recorders and preservers of specific fleeting
moments, photography and moving images also have their risks when used to discuss
more general concepts of memory. T h e apparent reality of these mediums inevitably
invite the viewer to ask: w h o m does that image depict; where are they; and when did
that m o m e n t take place?36 Such questions bind the image to the specific moment and
often they are read as part of a narrative. A s a consequence it becomes difficult for
photographic images to be read more widely as commentaries on the nature of
memory. W h e n a person, place or object is photographically captured, no matter h o w
indistinct, the image will always invoke the particular and struggle to suggest memory
in general. While painting was also traditionally used to preserve m e m o r y (portraits of
significant individuals and history paintings), this function is n o w dominated by

Liss, Andrea 1998, p39-41 compares the work of Christian Boltanski to the Tower of Faces at the
United States Holocaust Memorial M u s e u m in Washigton, D C : ".. .1 do not set out to curtail the
possibility of reading his work as a harbouring of Holocaust memory. Rather, I introduce some of the
criticisms of his work to point out the dilemma and the possibilities it raises about eliciting feigned
pathos and risking turning specific historical m e m o r y into nostalgia to provocatively engage the past
with the present and to implicate the contemporary viewer" p39; Hornstein, Shelley and Florence
Jacobowitz 2003, discuss both Micha Ullman's empty library Holocaust Memorial in Berlin's
Bebelplatz and Rachel Whiteread's positive cast of the empty spaces of an anonymous library, in
Vienna's Judenplatz; Riggs, A n n e 2005 in her paper at the Commemorations, Monuments and Public
Memory conference at The Australian National University, spoke of her 'memorial' installation piece in
her exhibition Ritual, Light and Land at Melbourne's Shrine of Remembrance in 2004; Feitiowitz,
Maruerite and Doris Salcedo 2001, discuss the communal act of covering a wall with 5000 upturned
roses to commemorate the murder of Jaime Garzon in 1999.
36
Barthes, Roland 2000, p5-6, explores the difficulty of seeing past the subject of a photograph in order
to examine the materiality of the photograph and its relationship to the broader notion of memory, "A
specific photograph, in effect, is never distinguished from its referent (from what it represents).... a
pipe, here, is always and intractably a pipe."
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photography andfilm.Thus, painting has been freed from the restraints of mere
representation and the artist is able to explore a subject in its entirety. Sounds, smells,
textures and most significantly moods and emotions m a y be the dominant force in such
paintings, rather than a focus on accurate visual description. Therefore it could be
argued that painting and drawing are n o w more able to successfully distance
themselves from their subject and thus better analyse the nature of m e m o r y as opposed
to simply replicating it.

Countless painters have used their medium to explore their own pasts and personal
memories and numerous more have addressed culturally and nationally shared
memories. However, it is less c o m m o n to find painters w h o use the inherent qualities
of paint to explore the nature of memory, its transience andflux.While it is possible to
engage with both the particular and the general simultaneously, specific reminiscences
often detract from the deeper and wider-ranging issue of memory. I would suggest that
artists w h o engage with the concept of m e m o r y on its broader level generally come to
it from an interest in a set of other specific personal or shared memories. M y o w n
interest, for example was sparked by the death of a close friend. T h e struggle to
remember and to forget particular aspects surrounding this experience and the
importance of objects in this process led m e to ponder the way in which w e remember.
What is memory; h o w do w e m a k e sense of it; w h y do w e need objects to materialise
it; h o w long does it last; and, are w e obliged to remember?

Hitherto, examples of the material representation of memory in both domestic and
artistic realms have been described. However, the essence of this thesis is concerned
with a specific type of memories, which are manifested in particular types of objects
and practices. The type of memories that are to be addressed here are those of the
bereaved. In the event of a death, the importance of preserving memories is
heightened. T h e fear of forgetting often causes the mourner to go to great lengths to
preserve their memories of the deceased. Objects are kept and n e w ones are created as
containers of memory, in both public and private spheres. The most public of these
objects is the cemetery monument. Headstones provide the mourner with a physical
space where they are able to connect with the dead. Such monuments also ensure that
the dead are provided with a physical presence in the world that they have left behind.
The grave also acts as a space that the mourner can visit on significant days, such as
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birthdays and anniversaries. It therefore provides the mourner with a new set of rituals
on days that were routinely spent with the deceased. While the cemetery monument is
the most obvious form of object used to preserve the m e m o r y of the dead, it is often
more personal objects which aid the mourner in the recollection of their most intimate
memories of the deceased. The list of such personal memorial objects is endless as any
object can be invested with memories, particularly if the object in question had been in
physical contact with the deceased. Clothing, handwriting and other personal
belongings are often kept as precious links between the mourner and their lost kin.
Collections of such objects displayed with photographs in the mourner's h o m e become
shrines to the deceased: sacred niches within domestic spaces.

While it is most common to keep objects that evoke fond memories of the deceased, on
many occasions, mourners feel compelled to keep objects that contain memories
associated with their loss. Particularly, in circumstances of sudden tragic death the
mourner m a y keep objects in order to derive some meaning or understanding of the
event. Hallam and Hockey describe h o w a grieving mother kept, hidden in a drawer,
the torn, blood-stained clothing of her son w h o had died in a car accident.37 The mother
told of her anxiety over the object: that keeping it would only remind her of the
circumstances of his death, but discarding it would s o m e h o w be worse. In a similar
instance, I recall talking to a friend w h o had lost a family m e m b e r in a tragic car
accident. H e had visited the site of the accident with other mourners the following day,
and they talked about the possible reasons and causes of this tragedy. H e then
proceeded to pick up fragments of the wrecked car and placed them against a nearby
tree with a makeshift wooden cross. S o m e of the tiny fragments he placed in his
pocket. H e was unable to explain w h y he wanted to keep these pieces, but stated
simply, 'it is part of what happened'. The gathering of mourners at the site of the
accident and the discussion that presided there enabled him to attempt to understand
his sudden loss. A n d the stowed fragments m a y act as insurance against forgetting the
deceased and more specifically the manner in which he died.

The keeping of such distressing objects is perhaps more than a desire to connect with
the deceased. These items have a more specific role: they are as much about the need
to remember the circumstances of the death as they are about the desire to remember
57
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the dead. Objects connected to the event of death enable the mourner to remember
their lost loved one not only as an individual but also as a 'soldier' or a 'car accident
victim'. This identification with a particular type of bereavement locates the mourner
within a group of people w h o have experienced similar loss and thus a support network
(if only in concept) is formed. While m a n y mourners do keep these more difficult
objects, they rarely display them openly. Like the mother with her son's clothing, the
tiny pieces of wrecked car are carefully stowed away. Both mourners, therefore, have
chosen the way they wish to remember the deceased by the objects they display. They
have also chosen not to forget the circumstances of the deaths, by keeping painful
reminders. They attempt to exercise control over their memories and use objects as the
medium to do this.
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1.2 MONUMENTS AND MEMORIALS

Figure 8: Clarke Street Plaque, Hamilton Victoria, 2004

The objects that are retained following the death of a family m e m b e r or friend are as
diverse as those kept for the remembrance of life's other events. However, death
brings with it an urgency to preserve and retain the memories of the deceased. In
addition, the absence of the physical person places greater importance on the objects
that remain in the realm of the living. Such memorial objects have been discussed at
length in various dissertations on mourning and funerary practices38. While these texts
offer an insight into both public and private grief, the mourning process becomes
significantly more complex when the death occurs in the midst of war. Often the dead
are young, the relatives have no body to bury, and grieving is widespread, thus
traditional funerary practices are no longer sufficient39. This shared experience of
mourning significantly alters the types of m e m o r y objects that are preserved and the
new ones that are created. While there has been m u c h literature dedicated to the
38

Cormack, Robin 1997; Devine, Matthew 2005; Doss, Erika 2002; Hallam, Elizabeth and Jennifer
Lorna Hockey 2001; Kamerman, Jack B. 1988; Llewellyn, Nigel 1999; Llewellyn, Nigel and Victoria
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Figure 9: Boer W a r Memorial Hamilton
Victoria, 2004

analysis of what Inglis terms 'the war memorial movement' 40 , little research into other
forms of memorials to the war dead, particular those of a private nature, has been
undertaken.41

Numerous monuments, avenues and plaques dedicated to those w h o served in the First
World W a r occupied m y local environment as a child. Nestled in the grass along
Clarke Street, in the Western Victorian town of Hamilton (where I grew up), is a
plaque commemorating the highest enlistment/resident ratio in Australia (see Figure
8). Though the commemorated generation were not m y relatives, m y presence in this
place connected them to me. W a r memorials, w e were taught, help define w h o w e are
as a community. However, several years later, I realise that they tell us much more
than that. S o m e ofthe smaller, more obscure memorials, in particular, are highly
personal in nature and reveal much about the community's beliefs, hopes and
unrelenting grief at that time. A n investigation into Hamilton's many war memorials
40
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led m e to understand that there was no one unified expression of community grief. In
fact, research into the developmental history of the town's Boer W a r memorial
revealed not only that there were contrasting views within the town on h o w best to
commemorate its sons, but also that such issues had the power to divide communities
(Figure 9). A single memorial in a town composed of numerous religious and social
groups would never be sufficient to represent all of their views and mourning needs.
For instance, the First World W a r (or aspects of it) is commemorated in seven public
memorials in Hamilton, many of which have since been forgotten by the town's
populace42. This indicates a necessity for different groups to find their o w n individual
expressions of grief, gratitude or in some instances pride. While m y research to this
point had been limited to public war memorials, the discovery of a Memorial Book at
the Hamilton History Centre sparked an interest in this more obscure and profoundly
personal memorial form.

In order to properly discuss the Memorial Book and its commemorative functions I
willfirstestablish a theoretical framework in which it m a y be evaluated. Hitherto,
Hamilton's m a n y commemorative objects and sites have been referred to as 'war
memorials' as this is the c o m m o n name given for such objects. However, it is
necessary that clarification be m a d e between the terms 'memorial' and 'monument' as
they are quite often interpreted in two very different, contrasting ways. Arthur Danto
differentiates the two on the terms that monuments sustain and celebrate, ".. .the myths
of beginnings" whereas memorials are about remembering ".. .the reality of ends."43
H e suggests that memorials have a sincere devotion to preserving m e m o r y and
acknowledging the truth, in contrast to monuments which stand as testaments to
particular ideals and beliefs. Christopher Wilson, in his paper on the funerary
architecture of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, reiterates Danto's notion that memorials
acknowledge an end and monuments celebrate beginnings. H e states that the bedroom
of the deceased Turkish president at Dolmabahce Palace, Istanbul, assists
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remembrance of Ataturk as an individual as opposed to the mausoleum in Ankara that
remembers the beginning of Turkey as a nation44. Furthermore he defines the bedroom,
as a memorial due to its personal nature and the mausoleum as a monument for its
public display of commemoration 45 .

Michael Levine also defines monuments as public commemorations and memorials as
private expressions of grief. Levine asserts that memorials are material representations
of mourning and are therefore private and truthful. Monuments, on the other hand, he
defines as any artefact that is erected by a community to commemorate. 46 H e further
suggests that since memorials are tied up in grief, they have a shorter lifespan than
monuments which hold associations with immortality and permanence. Thus,
according to Levine, memorials acknowledge their o w n temporality and therefore
achieve what they set out to do (to aid mourning), whereas monuments have an
impossible aim of making a particular memory or collective ideal permanent. H e
concludes that memorials are therefore possible and monuments are not47.

Michael Rowlands develops a more complex argument, suggesting that although
commemorative objects can be divided into monuments and memorials, it is also
possible for an object to m o v e from one category to the other:
Memorials become monuments as a result ofthe successful completion ofthe mourning
process. The dead are dead as an active process of remembering to forget, through the creation
of an appropriate memory... W a r memorials should ideally allow the fusion of the living with
the dead as an act of remembrance whilst eventually providing a way out of melancholia
through an act of transcendence.48

Here Rowlands is suggesting that monuments are perhaps more useful as aids for
forgetting rather than remembering. According to Rowlands an object is a memorial so
long as it is used to connect the mourner with their memories of the deceased. Once
the mourner is able to forget and m o v e on from their experience, the memorial
becomes a monument. In essence, a memorial evokes memory whereas a monument
stands in place of human memory in order that the mourner is freed from the burden of
remembrance. H e further suggests that monuments enable mourners to collectively
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create an accepted m e m o r y , one less painful than that of their individual losses. Such
collective memories are often based on triumphant justifications:
Triumphalism, the reason w h y most memorials are monuments, achieves this through the
assertion of collective omnipotence and by banishing from memory those acts of humiliation
when the nation failed to protect its o w n young. The temporal gap between mourning and
memorial is the outcome of a successful closure; a stage reached when a reassertion of mastery
makes it possible to remember to forget the pain.49

Hence, there is a general consensus among these scholars that memorials are active
commemorative objects and are associated with the personal, aiding the grieving
process. Monuments, on the other hand, are inactive, static and are more concerned
with commemorating national myths and ideals. While some of the above definitions
allow for a broad reading of the term 'memorial', suggesting that a memorial m a y be
any object that serves personal remembrance, the term is most often used loosely and
in connection with public commemorative objects. Furthermore, there is a commonly
held assumption that 'memorials' are large sculptural pieces in public locations,
erected by groups. A n honour board in a local hall, however, is as a much a
commemorative device as a stone obelisk and m a y be just as triumphant and
celebratory in nature, but the category of 'monument' is hardly an apt term to describe
such an object. Thus, the categories of 'monument' and 'memorial' will not be
sufficient terms to describe the objects central to this thesis. More fitting, perhaps,
would be the application ofthe terms 'public' and 'private' memorials, with the
category of public memorials encompassing monuments (according to Danto's
definition), honour boards, avenues of honour, utilitarian commemorative structures
such as hospitals and halls and any other object of remembrance that is or was
accessible by large groups of people. While private memorials are those
commemorative objects kept in private realms for use by individuals or very small
groups, including photographs, h o m e shrines, memorial books and any other
miscellaneous object that the mourner associates with the deceased.

Within both the categories of public and private memorials, some objects are created
specifically to commemorate, whilst others m a y assume the role of memorial after the
event of death. S o m e of the Memorial Books that will be explored at length in chapter
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1.3 Text, books and memory, for example, were constructed with the intention of
recording names and events related to the war, while others were private journals
which became memorials only when some of those listed on their pages died.
Similarly, some ofthe landscapes and commemorative sites discussed in chapter 1.4
Landscape and memory, became memorials through default of the events that took
place within them, whereas others were set aside specifically as spaces of
remembrance. Thus, both public and private memorials m a y be further divided into the
categories of constructed memorials and circumstantial memorials. While public
memorials are most often intentionally constructed for the purpose of remembrance
(monuments, utilitarian memorials, memorial gardens), there are some instances where
a site or object has become a public memorial through historical circumstances (this is
often the case with battlefield sites: see chapter 1.4 Landscape and memory). B o m b e d
buildings such as the Frauenkirche in Dresden, for example, were left as ruins for a
number of years following the war and became poignant public reminders of the war's
destruction.50 While private memorials m a y also be intentionally constructed, they
more often become memorials through the natural association made by mourners
between the object and the deceased. Thus, countless circumstantial private memorials
are created each time an object evokes memories of the deceased within the mourner,
whether it be an item of clothing, jewellery or a letter.

Still, when Austrian art historian Alois Riegl first put forward the idea of intentiona
(constructed) and incidental (circumstantial) memorials in 1903, he argued that the
latter category consisted of two types of incidental memorials: those of Historicalvalue and those of Age-value, that will be useful in defining the characteristics that
make certain objects memorials51. Riegl stated that, "In the case ofthe intentional
monument, its commemorative value has been determined by the makers, while we
have defined the value of unintentional ones."52 Thus, unintentional 'monuments' are
a result of our present day interpretation, informed by, in Riegls words, 'Historical-
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value' and 'Age-value'53. Historical-value, he argues, is inherent in "every human
activity and every h u m a n event of which w e have knowledge or testimony"54 and it is
the objects that retain evidence of these moments (particularly moments of great
importance) that can be defined as monuments of Historical-value. Monuments of
Age-value, he continues:
Are nothing more than indispensable catalysts which trigger in the beholder a sense of the life
cycle, ofthe emergence ofthe particular from the general and its gradual but inevitable
dissolution back into the general. This immediate emotional effect depends on neither scholarly
knowledge nor historical education for its satisfaction, since it is evoked by mere sensory
perception. Hence it is not restricted to the educated (to w h o m the task of caring for
monuments necessarily has been limited) but also touches the masses independent of their
education. The general validity, which it shares with religious feelings, gives this new
commemorative (monument) value a significance whose ultimate consequences cannot yet be
assessed.55

Perhaps, more than one hundred years after Riegl formed these categories, the
consequences of recognizing and appreciating 'age-value' can n o w be assessed. The
preservation of countless objects arguably simply for their age value, has left us with
an abundance of material that otherwise m a y have been deemed unimportant and
disposed of. Thus, there is a possibility that these objects can be unearthed from the
archive and analysed for their other qualities. The Memorial Books are one example of
such reassessed commemorative objects and which n o w enable an insight into past
mourning and memorial practices despite their discontinued use.

As stated previously, my research began as an investigation of Hamilton's war
memorials and has since narrowed to focus specifically on Memorial Books. M y early
research into other memorial types, however, has been useful in providing a point of
comparison with the Books. While the various Memorial Books that will be explored
at length in the following chapter bridge the discussed definitions, their very form
means that even the most publicly intended book remains more obscure than its stone
counterparts. Whether they remain functional or not, stone and metal memorials
continue to assert their presence within the landscape. While the specific memories
commemorated by such memorials m a y have been forgotten over time, these objects
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continue to be recognized as m e m o r y objects56. The Books, on the other hand, by
virtue of their size and fragility, inevitably disappear significantly faster and are not
immediately recognizable as memorials.57 A s most public memorial monuments are
created with the intention of preserving and rehearsing memory, their materials are
usually strong and long-lasting, the site in which they are located is generally central
and clearly visible within the community and usually such public memorials are of
considerable scale. In contrast, the Memorial Books m a y have began as scrapbooks
and later assumed the role of memorial, and thus the materials used were rarely
durable and the books were often moved from site to site. Furthermore, the language
used on public memorials is consistently formal and triumphal in nature, whereas the
text within the Books is variable and in most cases informal and underlined by grief
and personal remembrance.

While these physical differences may be the most obvious points of comparison
between the Memorial Books and more c o m m o n forms of public memorials, contrasts
between their ceremonial functions, symbolic meanings, the initiators and life span of
each type also reveal a strong division between the two forms. The majority of public
memorial monuments are designed to accommodate nationally acknowledged days of
remembrance and celebration, such as A N Z A C day, Remembrance Day and other
significant anniversaries. A s a result they can be viewed from multiple angles and are
quite often surrounded by open spaces where large numbers of participants m a y
gather. Steps, located at the base of many town memorial monuments, provide space
for the laying of wreaths and the explanatory inscriptions etched on the memorial's
surfaces support the statements of speaking dignitaries at public remembrance
ceremonies. The tendency for such public memorials to make generalizations about the
remembered group also means that the commemorated m a y stand for any group, thus
enabling the memorial to be adapted and used as a commemorative site for future
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Figure 10: A page from one of Sister Ellen Imlay's Roll of Honour Albums, 2005

conflicts58. The Books, however, are ill-equipped for use in public ceremony, their
intimate scale makes large gatherings difficult and there is no space to leave offerings
of respect (such as flowers and cards). Moreover, the often lengthy language within the
books varies in tone and intention as they were quite often compiled over a number of
years and sometimes by a number of contributors (Figure 10). However, despite the
personal nature of their contents the Memorial Books, like public memorial
monuments, have also been adapted for the commemoration of other wars59.

As we will see in the following chapter, the Books function differently from more
c o m m o n memorial forms not only within remembrance ceremonies, but also within the
minds of the community. In fact, what separates a memorial into the categories of
public and private determined earlier, is quite often the commonly interpreted meaning
of the commemorative object. Public memorials, for example, despite being created in
58
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many cases by members of the community themselves, are often taken to be
triumphant and heroic justifications for war. Such memorials, often through empirical
text and glorifying admiration, remember groups rather than individuals and the
c o m m o n cause as opposed to the private pain. Such public memorial monuments now
teach lessons to younger generations and stand as material dedications to national
ideals. In contrast, private memorials such as the Memorial Books are more easily
interpreted as personal expressions of grief and remembrance by and for individuals.
Even the Milton Street Memorial Book that was used by a Sunday School to instil
local and national pride through remembrance, did so through the acknowledgment of
individuals and their private histories. Within the Books, the commemorated are
remembered as individuals and notably for their lives independent of the group's
achievements.
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1.3 TEXT, BOOKS AND MEMORY
"With faith, man makes books and wars. "60

Language is an important element in the translation of ephemeral memory into tangible
object. A s families leaf through photograph albums and boxes of memorabilia, for
example, stories are formed around each object and photograph while pages are
tenderly turned and objects gently held by inspecting hands. Similarly, imaginative
narratives are formed around other objects whose history is unknown to the beholder.
This sharing (and sometimes teaching) of memory is important in the realization of
familial, communal and national identities. While the ceremonial aspect of such
memory sharing plays a significant role in the preservation and rehearsal of memory,
storytelling alone cannot be relied upon to carry on the memories of a particular group.
Thus, objects as diverse as family photograph albums and public memorials
accompany these narratives and provide m e m o r y with a physical reference. However,
as mentioned previously, the meaning of such memory objects is not always clear
without the aid of labeling or literary description. Language, therefore, is an essential
partner to the memorial object in order to achieve long-term preservation of shared
memories.

The problem with language as a preserver of memory, however, might best be
described by the game of Chinese Whispers. Children sit in a circle and whisper a
short message into the ear of the child next to them. A s the message carries from one
person to the next it becomes more and more distorted and diluted by each
participant's accidental (or sometimes intentional) alterations. Furthermore, language,
like m e m o r y itself is ephemeral and has a tendency to become lost when not physically
recorded: "Spoken language is clearly not permanent, and so it was only by writing
that m a n learnt to preserve his thoughts through space and time."61 Thus writing and,
by extension, the book, has always been and will continue to be inextricably linked to
the material preservation of memory. The book combines both object and language in
order to create a physical body for m e m o r y and has the dual capacity to both
remember and forget, as Herman Liebaers states, the book "both gives and receives;
50
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disturbs and illuminates; records and forgets."62 The beholder m a y believe that they
can remember by reading, teach m e m o r y by reciting aloud and temporarily forget by
closing the book or more permanently, by destroying it. Hence, the book stands as one
of the most powerful metaphors for m e m o r y in general whilst also acting as a
container of specific memories.

This chapter will investigate the relationship between text, books and memory. A brief
examination of some historical connections between these material forms of language
and m e m o r y will serve as grounds for understanding our present-day recognition of
letters, words and books as containers of memory. This often sub-conscious human
recognition of text as a bearer of m e m o r y occurs through both the reading of legible
text and also through the interpretation of indecipherable damaged, fragmented or
faded words. Therefore, the association between text, books and m e m o r y is made
through two distinctly different processes. Firstly, one m a y read comprehensible texts,
in the form of history books, tombstones and memorial lists in order to remember or
learn about events of the past. Secondly, m e m o r y m a y be evoked through the more
abstract process of interpreting the aesthetic qualities of illegible letters, words and
books. These two processes, while linked to m e m o r y in contrasting ways, are not
always mutually exclusive. It is possible for both of these forms of memory evocation
to occur in relation to a single book. In an examination ofthe Memorial Books of the
First World W a r it will be argued that m e m o r y is evoked by these books, both by the
literary content of their pages and also by their aesthetic qualities - namely their 'Agevalue' as termed by Alois Riegl and described in chapter 1.2 of this thesis63.

While the inspiration of the Memorial Books has resulted in the production of a series
of paintings for the visual component of this thesis, it will be useful to conclude this
chapter with a consideration of Artist Books as an alternative medium for the artistic
investigation of memory. Artists have often employed the form of the book as a
vehicle for the expression of their o w n personal memories, and ofthe concept of
memory in its broader sense. Furthermore, the artist has the ability to manipulate and
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accentuate particular qualities ofthe book in order that it might more effectively
communicate ideas of memory. This highlights the capability of books to
communicate m e m o r y not only through coherent text, but also through an aesthetic
connection to memory.

The book and memory

The limitations of the oral transmission of culture were realised early in Western
societies and therefore it was necessary to find another means of more permanently
recording cultural practices and beliefs. This desire to accurately pass on the
knowledge of past generations as an aid to future learning and growth was greatly
aided by the advent of the book and by extension the enhanced literacy skills of the
populace64. D o u w e Draaisma suggests that the advent of writing enabled ephemera]
memories to be replaced by more permanent representations of m e m o r y and that
'artificial memories', such as writing, served to make m e m o r y permanent:
W e have armed ourselves against the transience implicit in the mortality of memory by
developing artificial memories. The oldest memory aid is writing, in ancient times on clay or
wax tablets, in the Middle ages on Parchment and vellum, and later on paper.65

While the laborious production processes limited the accessibility of such early books,
the later advent of the printing press m a d e books widely available and by consequence
historical knowledge became the possession of all classes. Thus the book has become
one ofthe most affordable and accessible forms of cultural transmission, recording
everything from world history to poetry andfiction.Books fix words in an order that is
unable to be changed as easily as the messages in a g a m e of Chinese Whispers.
Therefore, the customs, beliefs and thoughts of authors of the past are m a d e available
to present-day readers. T h e high level of literacy in the developed world from the
twentieth century onwards meant that almost anyone could be the author and the
material could be read by most w h o saw it. Today, unpublished diaries, letters, travel
logs and biographies written by authors of all classes and levels of education, offer an
insight into the past and are often regarded as highly as many 'official' histories. It is
the bridges that books are able to build across the spaces of time that link them so
closely to the Western desire for m e m o r y preservation. The life of a person or a major
event m a y be recorded through the written word in order that it m a y be read and
64
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remembered in the future. In fact, words aid m e m o r y through acts as mundane as the
daily shopping list to the more significant act of writing one's life memoirs. A n d while
the intention of books such as the Bible, historical accounts, and indeed most
Memorial Books is to preserve the m e m o r y of significant events, customs and beliefs
across the generations, the act of writing or recording m e m o r y in books can also serve
forgetting and other therapeutic purposes, as w e will see later in this chapter.

The relationship between books and memory is perhaps best illustrated by the example
of the Bible. Not only does the Bible stand as an example of the book used as a
preserver and teacher of memory, but as Avishai Margalit observes in his book The
Ethics of Memory, the metaphor of the book as the rememberer and forgetter is also
given several times within the pages of the Bible. Margalit's exploration of 'forgiving
and forgetting' refers extensively to the Bible and its numerous extracts that situate
remembrance as a reward for goodness and forgetting as punishment for sins - often in
connection to books66. According to the Bible, in order for one to be worthy of
remembrance a faithful and virtuous life must be led. Those whose lives reflect these
qualities have their name recorded in the Divine Book and those w h o have led a sinful
existence m a y have their n a m e blotted out. Sinners are thus ".. .blotted out from the
book of life and not enrolled a m o n g the righteous"67 ensuring that they die both in
body and memory. According to Margalit:
The Bible is a rich source for this double murder (or double killing) image. The biblical
expression "to blot out the name" captures both: "And the lord shall blot out his name from
under the heaven" (Deut. 29:20) means both killing the man and destroying the memory of
him.68

Thus, the Bible places the book at the centre of the process of remembering and
forgetting. T o have one's n a m e recorded means that their m e m o r y lives on after the
body dies, and one's erasure from m e m o r y is seen as the ultimate punishment.
Margalit further suggests that this conception of the Divine book allows for the
possibility of a third state between m e m o r y and forgetting, that is, forgiveness. This
state would be represented by a n a m e that is crossed out, rather than blotted out. A sin
that has been forgiven cannot be voluntarily forgotten and is therefore marked and still
present. A s Margalit puts it, "I can voluntarily think of a white elephant, but I can not
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follow the instruction not to think of a white elephant. Forgetting cannot be
voluntary"69 and that:
The right model for forgiving, both psychologically and ethically, is the covering-up model,
not the blotting-out model. What ought to be blotted out is the memory of the emotion in the
sense of reliving it, not in the sense of remembering it.™

Remembering, forgetting and forgiveness are all addressed in terms of the Divine
Book within Biblical texts, demonstrating that the Bible is not only an example of a
book that has transmitted a set of beliefs through thousands of years, but it also
employs the metaphor of text in the processes of memory.

The ability to record specific memories and also to speak of the nature of memory
through the metaphor of the book is a quality that is not limited to the Bible.
According to Draaisma countless books about memory, both psychological and
philosophical, rely on the use of metaphors in the description of the memory process.
These metaphors are often drawn from the very objects that have been developed as
memory aids. Terms such as 'etching', 'stamping' or 'imprinting' m a y be used to
describe the process of remembering; forgetting is often described as 'erasure'; and
metaphors such as 'encyclopedias', 'libraries', 'archives' and Freud's 'mystic writing
pad' are employed in order to m a k e m e m o r y more easily understood. All of these
terms have been informed by the m e m o r y aid of the book.71 This engrained use of
metaphoric description in books about m e m o r y means that such texts simultaneously
record ideas about m e m o r y and also use the metaphor ofthe book in order to describe
memory, in m u c h the same manner as the Bible.

The weight ofthe memories entrusted to books such as the Bible, stand as testimony to
the widely held belief that books can contain m e m o r y and pass it on through
generations. It seems that the ability to record memories through the written word has
provided a sense of security that the previous reliance on memorization lacked:
What had been entrusted to parchment, whatever had been transferred from the memory of an
individual human being into the domain ofthe written word, escaped transience. Whatever had
been set d o w n in a book could be consulted by others, it became public, it could be passed on,
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transported, translated, exchanged, copied, disseminated, the text had in a sense been made
secure.72

While the apparent security of the book m a y have been perceived as the ultimate aid to
memory preservation, some argue that the book has in fact contributed to a loss of
memory. Draaisma makes a point of noting that in the monastic tradition the book did
not take the place of authentic m e m o r y and that the book simply served as an aid to
memorization73. Furthermore, Mary Carruthers suggests that our present day attitude to
the relationship between m e m o r y and writing has shifted from this monastic view.74
Today w e are more likely to remember things only until w e can write them down, that
is w e use writing as an alternative to memory, rather than using it as an aid to
memorization, as m a y have been the case in the Middle Ages 75 . If such a shift is
indeed the case, then the present day use of books as an alternative to memory m a y
risk a kind of 'amnesia'76. According to Richard Candida Smith, Plato warned of such
detachment "from a deep, embodied connection with past experience."77 In Plato's
Phaedrus, Socrates tells the story ofthe old G o d Theuth, inventor of many arts
including writing. The G o d Thamus, then the king of Egypt, said to Theuth of his
invention:
Trust in writing will make them remember things by relying on marks made by others, from
outside themselves, not on their o w n inner resources, and so writing will make the things they
have learnt disappear from their minds. Your invention is a potion for jogging memory, not for
remembering. Y o u provide your students with the appearance of intelligence, not real
intelligence.78

Thus, Plato suggests that too heavy a reliance on the written word m a y bring about
forgetting. Despite Thamus's criticism that writing would encourage 'amnesia',
Theuth had intended the written word to assist learning. However, writing has been
utilized more recently as an aid to intentional forgetting.

In the Introduction to The Art of Forgetting, Adrian Forty uses the example of Russian
Psychologist Alexander Lima's account of a m a n with an extraordinary capacity to
remember 79 . The Mind ofthe Mnemonist describes this man's unusual dilemma of
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being unable to forget and his attempt to use writing to aid this process. The
mnemonist reasoned that if writing had the ability to remind others of what they would
otherwise forget, perhaps it would also have the ability to assist him in forgetting those
things he no longer wished to remember. Unfortunately for the mnemonist, writing did
not help him to forget, nor did his subsequent action of burning the paper he had
written upon 80 . The mnemonist had believed that if he wrote things down, and in a
sense placed the memories outside of his physical body, then his mind would
somehow k n o w that it no longer needed to retain the information. However, returning
to Margalit's suggestion that is impossible to ".. .follow the instruction not to think of
a white elephant" w e see that forgetting, no matter h o w strongly it is desired, cannot be
done at will81. The apparent impossibility of writing as an aid to intentional forgetting
does not, however, prevent it from being used in such a manner. Perhaps the actions of
the mnemonist are not all that different to the process of keeping a personal diary.
Diaries, though most often connected with a desire to remember, could also serve the
counter function of forgetting. Through providing emotional release and shifting the
weight from one's m e m o r y to the pages of a journal, diaries m a y enable memories to
be freed from one's mind 82 . Once recorded the journal m a y be closed and put away,
perhaps never to be read.

Thus, intentional forgetting, though often desired, is rarely achievable. It is left to
mysterious and unpredictable processes of m e m o r y to decide what will be remembered
and what will be forgotten and for h o w long. A n d while it is unlikely that books m a y
aid the process of intentional forgetting, Plato's suggestion that reliance on books
could lead to a kind of involuntary amnesia is quite reasonable. It seems that books can
be linked as closely to forgetting as they can be to remembering, and it is this paradox
that makes them useful in the examination of the impossible process of materializing
memory. Even an object such as the book, perceived to preserve memory so
effectively, cannot defeat the ephemeral nature of m e m o r y that resists any attempt to
be made permanent. T h e transient nature of m e m o r y is so powerful that even the most
apt objects of containment inevitably fail in the quest for indefinite memory
preservation. Despite attempts to place m e m o r y outside of the physical body and into
objects, m e m o r y remains tied to the h u m a n connection with the past. The objects that
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come to be associated with memory, in this case books, m a y aid this process of recall
but cannot replace it. It seems that the medieval attitude toward books and memory
agreed with Plato's contention that books served m e m o r y best when used as ".. .a
potion for jogging m e m o r y " and not as a replacement for human memory 83 .

Memory and the aesthetic of text

To this point, it has been argued that there is a significant connection between books,
remembering and forgetting. The discussion has until n o w focused on the book as an
idea, that is, a physical recorder of decipherable written information. This more
general approach will n o w serve as grounds from which a less conspicuous connection
between books, m e m o r y and forgetting m a y be examined. For not only can the
readable content of books be associated with the passing on of memory, but also their
aesthetic components. Deteriorated binding, rotting pages, fractured, fragmented and
faded texts, are all aesthetic elements of the book that m a y ignite a sense of past. All
such qualities enhance the 'age-value' ofthe object contributing to their acceptance as
items associated with remembrance and forgetting84. Thus, books hold a relationship
with memory in two respects: by means of comprehensible writing and through
aesthetic qualities. W h e r e the former is concerned with the literary content of books
the latter evokes m e m o r y more abstractly. While there is a tendency when discussing
books to be concerned primarily with their literary content, it is important, especially
in this discussion, to be aware of the components that m a k e up a book and the way that
these components m a y be connected to memory. Herman Liebaers draws attention to
one such component of the book:
No-one studying the book can ever escape this paradox: its basic and much ignored, constituent
is the single letter, that tiny black sign on the big white page; and yet nothing does more to
distinguish one book from another than this unassuming sign.85

These letters, though combining to "...build an intelligible text"86 are but one
component of the book which, when separated and examined individually, m a y have
the capacity to connect to memory. Such links are most often made when the
components under examination bear evidence of wear and age. Thus mass-produced
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books off a modern press are far less likely to have such evocative qualities. In
addition, damaged or faded letters and yellowed pages connect not to specific
memories - as the literary content of books often do - but to more general concepts of
remembering and forgetting. Therefore, modern books are rarely linked to m e m o r y in
an aesthetic manner. Both old and n e w books m a y be connected to m e m o r y via their
literary content, whereas hand-written, hand-bound books are more often connected to
memory due to their aesthetic qualities than mass-printed ones.

These two connections between text and memory (the literal and the aesthetic) may be
better understood through a brief examination of the different uses of text in the
artworks of Rosalie Gascoigne and Colin M c C a h o n . Text plays a significant role in
the work of both artists w h o were primarily concerned with the spiritual experience of
landscape, Gascoigne in connection to the Monaro plains surrounding her Canberra
home and M c C a h o n with his beloved N e w Zealand. In 1990 the Ivan Dougherty
Gallery presented Rosalie Gascoigne - Colin McCahon:

Sense of Place". The

exhibition highlighted the points of junction and departure within the two artists'
practices. While the emotional and spiritual connection each artist felt to their
surrounding environment formed the basis of their work, each used culturally
embedded language and its systems as a means to explore the landscape in different
ways. For M c C a h o n the Bible was a rich source of textual "metaphors for "human
beings' search for faith (in one's self, in a god), and their search for meaning and
location in an unstable world."88 Gascoigne, however, evoked the repetition, rhythm,
colours and structures of the landscape through the use of familiar systems of
language: road signs, soft-drink crates and other found objects. Thus, Gascoigne was
fascinated by the aesthetic values of the text she employed, whereas M c C a h o n was as
equally interested in the meaning of the words as he was in their appearance.

Gascoigne's works play on the human ability to recognise nonsensical disjointed and
fractured text (Figure 11). Here meaning is drawn from the text's unordered state
rather than from its literal meaning. T h e re-ordering of road-signs and crates in
Gascoigne's works and the preceding fragments of newspaper clippings, bus tickets
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and other miscellaneous ephemera in Dada collage, evoke a sense of weathering and
damage brought about by the passing of time. Where text is indecipherable, the viewer
examines not the meaning of the words, but the concept of text in relation to the
artwork's broader intentions. Furthermore, the viewer m a y recognise the text as
belonging to a particular place, and is then invited to use their imagination to complete
the picture. Gascoigne literally took aspects of the landscape and reconstructed them in
order that they speak of the surrounding landscape as a whole. The text was removed
from its original instructional function in service of Gascoigne's desire to describe her
experience of place. Not only are the fractured pieces of text reminiscent of the
glimpses one experiences when moving through a landscape, or the colours within
them representative of the surrounding plains, but the broken text also presents
obvious marks of time. Therefore, Gascoigne connects landscape to memory through
objects that both resemble her experience and which also bear significant 'Age-value'.

In contrast to Gascoigne's abstraction of text, McCahon's texts remain comprehensible
(Figure 12). Yet, a major triumph of McCahon's paintings is their ability to push the
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Figure 12: Colin McCahon, Storm Warning, 1980-1981

viewer beyond a simple reading ofthe text within them. Our ability to immediately
recognise text leads to an inevitable search for meaning within the words that it forms,
rather than an interpretation of its letters as individual aesthetic objects89. However, as
a result of his interest in both the visual appearance and the literal content of the texts
he employed, M c C a h o n successfully engaged with both specific memories and
concepts of m e m o r y in general. Not only are the words clearly formed and easily read
for their literal content, his chosen texts are painted in such a way that emphasis is
given to some words over others through variations in scale, capitalisation and
boldness. Extracts of Biblical text were carefully selected by the artist and spread
boldly across the canvases to be read and interpreted by the viewer. M c C a h o n placed
these extracts within a n e w context and they are n o w interpreted in relation to
M c C a h o n himself and his artistic intentions. In addition to their heavily embedded
cultural meanings, McCahon's words drift across vast empty spaces, fading in some
areas and emphasised in others. Here, culturally shared and taught memories
intertwine with McCahon's o w n memories, through the harmonious interplay between
authoritative biblical text, the painterly inscription of the words and the landscapes
89
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inspired by his homeland. Furthermore, the transcription of a widely recognised and
publicly rehearsed text into the tender scrawl ofthe artist's hand also highlights the
vast contrast between public and private memory. Thus, the readable text in
McCahon's paintings has the power to evoke both general and specific memory. While
readable text within artworks often places greater emphasis on specific memories, (and
as a consequence m a y detract from a broader analysis of memory), in McCahon's
works personal memories are simultaneously expressed alongside publicly rehearsed
memory and the particular is evoked alongside the general.

Hence, despite the differing use of text in each artist's work, both artists were able
comment on specific memories, of places and events, and also on m e m o r y in general.
Gascoigne expressed her specific memories of the surrounding plains through the
colour, repetition and fragmentation of her materials and the concept of memory is
suggested through the age value of her chosen objects. Whereas McCahon's personal
memories are hidden within the metaphors drawn from his chosen texts and also
within the depicted landscapes and the more general notion of m e m o r y is suggested
through the significance of Biblical text within culturally embedded m e m o r y and
practices. A s w e have seen, the relationship between literal texts and m e m o r y is
relatively straight forward, since written histories provide a logical narrative that is
intended to aid (or perhaps serve as) memory. O n the other hand, the relationship
between the aesthetic of the written word and m e m o r y is a little less clear. Therefore,
it will be useful at this point to explore the latter in greater depth. While the example of
Rosalie Gasciogne's constructions have provided a useful point of comparison to a
more literal use of text in McCahon's works, the aesthetic of words and their
relationship to m e m o r y might be more thoroughly investigated through examples that
lie outside of the art world.

Walls, graffiti, moth-eaten books, fading signage, crumbling headstones and yellowing
paper are all items that conjure connections to memory, forgetting and the past. All
develop through the processes of time and each can be employed as a metaphor for
memory and its m a n y characteristics. The layers of signage and advertising placed
upon so m a n y city walls and billboards, for example, collect the marks of passing time
as posters are continually torn d o w n and pasted up. Each discarded layer leaves its
imprint on the wall, however slight, and each subsequent layer hides the marks of
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previous layers. Such walls are repositories for the cultural history of that place and its
inhabitants, and as such are objects of memory. In addition to serving this mnemonic
purpose, walls and billboards can also provide a useful metaphor for the workings of
memory, both on an individual and public scale. Just as with memory, the wall
becomes a confusion of numerous components vying for attention. Snippets of the past
are randomly revealed while others are covered up and recent events are brandished
clearly across the surface while distant events disappear into oblivion. The memory
process implied by the metaphor of the wall seems at first a relatively random one,
however the posters and signs that are placed on or removed from the wall do not
occur without h u m a n action. Perhaps the example of graffiti, added to the example of
the wall, m a y m a k e this metaphor a little closer to the operations of memory. Here,
words and symbols are tagged across such surfaces, making statements that often
challenge or fall outside of mainstream ideas. W o r d s are added to, altered and
occasionally blot out or modify the existing posters and signage. Graffiti, like memory,
is continually re-written and is built up in layers, often painted over by city councils
then re-vandalized in a continuous cycle. This act of alteration could be equated with a
similar act of remembrance; that is, w e often choose (either intentionally or
unintentionally) what to remember, blotting out those things w e would rather forget
and representing our pasts through carefully chosen stories and artifacts. Similarly,
various power groups often manipulate public m e m o r y in order to support their present
ideals and intentions. This selection of m e m o r y on a public level could also be
described by another object of memory: moth eaten books.

The very nature of memory prevents it from being a complete and accurate
reconstruction of events past. Everything cannot be remembered. Thus a book with
holes eaten through it provides a metaphor for the gaps left by unreliable memory.
While the gaps left by moths and silverfish are m a d e with no malice intended, gaps in
public m e m o r y are quite often less innocent. Aspects of the past m a y be omitted from
official histories, statues are felled and books are burned, all in an attempt to control
public memory. While such conscious attempts to censor the past are responsible for
some loss of memory, forgetting, as w e have determined earlier, is more often the
result ofthe inevitable failings of memory. Time, it seems, is the ultimate enemy of
remembrance and this phenomenon might best be described by the fading of text in
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Figure 13: O n Active Service (OAS), c.1927

signage, books and letters. Though thought to be such a fitting preserver of memory,
written words so often disappear from the surface of the pages they are inscribed upon,
by virtue of their ink's lifespan. Such faded documents while bearing traces of their
previous content can no longer tell a complete story. Like the moth-holes in books,
faded words create broken histories and therefore resemble the incomplete nature of
memory (Figure 13). Gradual fading while leading to a fragmentation of information,
also mimics the process of forgetting: words that are so clearly decipherable at the
instance of being written lose their legibility as time passes, until they eventually can
no longer be read at all. Furthermore, it is not only words printed on ephemeral paper
that succumb to a process of disappearance. Headstones physically crumble, their
inscriptions often wear away and monuments can become 'invisible' to those w h o pass
them by90.
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Hence, walls and billboards m a y serve as a metaphor for the layering of memory;
graffiti could represent an intentional blotting out or alteration of memory. The
incompleteness and fragmentary nature of m e m o r y m a y also be expressed through the
metaphor of moth-holes or fading ink; and forgetting could be implied by the eventual
disappearance of text. In addition, nostalgic m e m o r y might also be represented by a
textual metaphor. A nostalgic view of the past is often referred to as remembering
through 'rose-coloured glasses'91, implying that the past appears to be seen in a warm
and admiring manner. The yellowing pages of old books and letters might also imply
this colouring in relation to memory. A s the pages age they are endowed with a
warmth and glow of the past, making them not only useful metaphors for memory, but
also suggestive of a particular type of memory: a nostalgic one.

It is this relationship between the aesthetics of the written word and memory that has
been harnessed by many designers of contemporary memorial monuments. It seems
that many designers are tapping into the evocative qualities of text and are employing
it in their monument designs not only as a means of recording specific details, but also
as an indicator that their object is associated with remembrance. The recently unveiled
Australian W a r Memorial at H y d e Park London 9 2 and the abstracted use of text in the
pavement at Melbourne's Federation Square are both examples of text used in a
manner, other than utilitarian, in contemporary memorials. While the memorial wall in
Hyde Park names all of the Commonwealth towns which sent service m e n and w o m e n
to the two World Wars, the names do not appear in any kind of accessible or logical
order (Figure 14). Instead they become a confusion of unknown places, shuffled and
disordered in the spirit of the event that they were participants in. Visitors from a
particular place m a y seek out the listing of their hometown, but rather than being able
to m o v e directly to the inscription of their respective town they must instead search
among the sea of names encountering m a n y they have never heard of along the way.
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Figure 14: Australian War Memorial, Hyde Park Corner, London, 2006

Here the monument's designers have encouraged an action not unlike the endless acts
of searching - among ruins, among casualty lists and among faces - that occurred in so
many instances throughout the commemorated wars. This memorial monument, like so
many created today, seeks not only to inform visitors of the historical past but also to
recreate aspects of the commemorated event, however subtle. S o m e of the letters that
make up the 23,844 town names are raised in bold type to make up a second layer of
larger text. This larger text is visible from a greater distance and names 47 battles that
Australians fought in. According to the Department of Veterans' Affairs, this layering
of place names ensures that "the places where our sons and daughters were born and
the places where they fought and died will become inseparable in the minds of those
w h o visit this memorial"93. Thus, it is not only the literal reading of the text that is
intended to grant the memorial meaning, but also the manner in which it is inscribed:
that is, the words are associated with memory both in a literary and aesthetic sense.

The layering and overlapping of readable text is also a feature ofthe Federation Squar
Plaza pavement. The design, Nearamnew, is the result of collaboration between artist
and writer Paul Carter and Lab architecture studio (Figure 15). While it is possible to
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Figure 15: Paul Carter and Lab architecture studio, Nearamnew, in situ at Federation
Square, Melbourne, 2000.

read some portions ofthe engraved text, the overlapping and variations in each word's
size and case causes the text to be read more as a visual arrangement of related ideas
than as a coherent logical narrative. Carter suitably describes the sandblasted text as a
kind of 'concrete poem', where the verbal idea is materialized through the structure
and visual organization of the words94. In addition to this literary reference,
Nearamnew could also be described as a 'concrete poem' in a more physical sense:
thoughts, ideas and memories are m a d e solid and poetically fixed in stone. The words
that form these concrete poems are drawn from all aspects of the site's history and
current state. Sources as diverse as indigenous place names and starlore related to the
Yarra Valley; the announcements made over the subterranean rail station's audio
system; and various interpretations of the term 'Federation' all contribute to the
designs that n o w pave the Federation Square site. While the project was commissioned
not as a memorial but as part of the Federation Square Public Arts Program, the
ambition to ignite an engagement with the site's history places Nearamnew firmly
within the commemorative tradition. This aspect of the artwork was not however,
recognized by the then minister for planning, John Pandazopoulos, w h o supported the
state government's suggestion to remove the West Shard ofthe Federation Square
94
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design as there was "nothing in the [Federation Square] design to commemorate
Melbourne's part in Federation"95. National Trust Spokesperson Simon Molesworth
further suggested that ".. .the shards should be removed because they occupied a space
better dedicated to a foundational statue celebrating Federation."96 The thoughts of
both the minister and the National Trust spokesperson supported the popular notion of
what a memorial should be, that is, a stone monument in a central position. The plaza
pavement, on the other hand, challenged this notion and was able to more subtly
commemorate the past history of the site whilst also engaging with its present use.

The action of treading upon the surface of the memorial in order to read it could be
interpreted as a process of re-enactment in the same way that searching is encouraged
in the Hyde Park example. Carter writes, "To read the history secreted there is to
perform a movement, perhaps to re-trace the eddies and footprints of ancient
traces.. ,"97. H e then continues by quoting Peter Davidson from a personal email
communication:
To read this place successfully, it is necessary to participate in its present meaning - not to
interpret but to copy... It is to emerge from the monumental tomb of signification into the
c o m m o n place of poses, of marked coming and going.98

This attitude encapsulates the shift in thinking that appears to have occurred in relation
to contemporary memorials. Such n e w memorials no longer rely solely on allegory and
symbolism but instead encourage the present-day interaction with the past through
inducing spontaneous actions related to re-enactment and other ceremony. While there
may be a current trend toward creating memorials which have the ability to induce
certain physical actions, written text has, in a sense, always been a sort of reenactment. Reading encourages an imaginative return to the past: a remembering
through retelling. A n d so perhaps the n e w uses of text within contemporary memorials,
such as the examples discussed, is one of the possible reasons for their physically
provocative powers.

Furthermore, new approaches to memorial design no longer center around the concept
of permanence. Memorials such as Nearamnew

are designed not to make m e m o r y of
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the past permanent, but to facilitate remembering in the present, even if only for a
short time. Carter acknowledges the fragility of his memorial and suggests that its
eventual wearing away beneath the feet of visitors does not lead to forgetting; on the
contrary, it writes those visitors into the history of the site:
Concern has been expressed about the long-term survival of the ground inscriptions. In time,
won't the scuff of shoes erode their tiny landscapes of letters? In fact nine of the federal visions
anticipates this end. The exceptionally hard sandstone out of which Nearamnew

is made was

laid d o w n over unimaginably long periods of time - 'What patience you display. Each grain
records ten generations in our time.' N o w , in 'the wear and tear of one morning's feet' it can be
unmade. Reflecting on this the artist asks visitors to take the place to their collective heart, and
he risks a pun: 'treading/reading here, remember. Mark in passing: Y O U A R E HERE'. 9 5

While the use of fragile materials in memorial making m a y be a relatively recent
concept in relation to memorial monuments, books have always memorialized through
the use of ephemeral materials. Thus, recent memorial designs are similar to memorial
books not only in the employment of text and the actions they provoke, but also in
their material construction.

The Memorial Books

To this point it has been well established that there are significant connections betwe
text, books and memory. The w a y in which text can be interpreted both for its literary
content and also its aesthetic qualities has been well described: through the examples
of Colin M c C a h o n and Rosalie Gascoigne's artworks, through an exploration of
everyday texts on walls, posters and in books, and through a brief examination of the
application of text in contemporary memorials. Until n o w the aesthetic qualities of text
have been considered as independent of their literary meaning within this chapter.
However, the Memorial Books that will be examined in the following section,
demonstrate that the two interpretations of text can occur in relation to a single object.
As a consequence the Memorial Books have the ability to create a more complete
account of the commemorated event and what it is to remember. The constant interplay
between recorded narratives and evidence of time passed make a 'reading' of the
memorial books a rare encounter with the history of the First World War.
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The Memorial Books can be defined loosely as unpublished books produced by
individuals or small groups for the purpose of recording and commemorating
individuals involved in the First World War 100 . The books m a y or m a y not contain
photographs, a list of names, biographical information, letters, personal mementoes or
military details. It is not so m u c h the content ofthe books that identify them as
belonging to this class of commemorative object, but rather their commitment to
remembering the war from a personal and emotional perspective.

Few memorials have the capacity to visually connect to notions of memory whilst
simultaneously recording lengthy historical accounts. O n e m a y spend hours poring
over the detailed narratives within each B o o k or simply glance at its cover in order to
make the connection with memory. A n d while it would be possible to analyse the
memories contained solely within the literary content of the book's pages or similarly
to describe the Book's aesthetic connections to m e m o r y alone, the following account
of the Memorial Books addresses both literary and aesthetic connections to memory
simultaneously. This approach seems the most appropriate in relation to the spirit of
the Memorial Books and one closest to the experience of perusing them. It is
impossible to determine whether it is the distressing content of the text or the shaky
handwriting that inscribes it, that moves one to tears when reading a Memorial Book;
whether it is the evidence of place, time and persons within the photographs that
connect one to the past, or perhaps it is the stains, fading, tears and creases of each
glued-in picture. O r perhaps their aging pages simply appeal to a nostalgic longing to
'revisit' the past. Whatever the initial attraction to the Book, it is a combination of all
such elements that contribute to the overall experience and which assist a more
complete understanding of war memory. A s Herman Liebaers suggests, the elements
of the book can be dissected and examined individually. W e might analyse:
... the physical material, the letter and the illustration, but one ought properly to speak of them
all at once, for the book is a synthesis of these elements. This synthesis has always been the
essence ofthe book, of the ancient scroll, and its successor the codex, which flattened it out and
has been alone in the field since the third century AD. 1 0 1
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This fusion of elements, of concrete and abstract connections to memory, is what
makes the book a distinctly important form of memorial. Therefore it is important that
the discussion of the Memorial Books is inclusive of all elements and that it is
acknowledged that each book's ".. .message is never independent of the material
which bears it."102

My investigation of Memorial Books began in 2002. After completing a research
project on the m a n y memorials of Hamilton in the Western District of Victoria,
thoughts surrounding one of the memorials in particular continued to arise. While each
of the memorials had a unique and interesting history of their own, the Milton Street
Church of England Sunday School Memorial Book stood apart from the avenues,
plaques and monuments that commemorated the Boer war, both World Wars, the
Vietnam, Korean and Malayan wars, in Hamilton's parks, gardens and streets. I first
learned of the Milton Street Memorial Book whilst researching the developmental
history of some of the other town memorials at the local Historical Society. Atfirstit
seemed that the book would be difficult to find as it had been passed among the
residents ofthe town after the closure ofthe school in the 1960s. The volunteer
historian pointed m e in the direction of a shelf of items related to Hamilton's war
service, suggesting that I might find further information as to the location of the book
among these documents. There, on the shelves among war history books and other
mass-printed material, sat the Memorial Book itself (Figures 1,16, 17 and 18). M y
excitement at being able to hold the book and leaf through its pages was immense.
Rather than simply listing names, this memorial told the stories of these young m e n
and w o m e n in a loving and personal way. Photographs, letters and newspaper
clippings were carefully arranged among its pages and were preceded by an
immaculately handwritten list of names. Most poignant, was the letter code which had
been added after each name: W = Wounded, 1=111, M=Missing, K=Killed, R=Returned,
D=Died of W o u n d s (Figure 16).103 While the superintendent of the Sunday School and
maker of the book, M r O. Mannett m a y have intended this to be a record of soldier
scholars, history had turned it into something considerably more meaningful. W h e n a
person dies, their belongings lose their neutrality. They become reminders of that
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Figure 16: Opening pages ofthe Milton Street Memorial Book, n.d

person's life; they become memorials. The Milton Street Memorial Book was no
longer simply a scrapbook from the moment that thefirstof the soldiers within it died.
As the devastation of the war became more and more widely felt, objects such as the
Memorial Book, became a means by which the people at home were able to connect
with their relatives and friends w h o werefightingabroad. The Book was officially put
to this use at the Sunday School during the war, when it became central to a weekly
ceremony of prayer and remembrance. In addition to the names being read aloud and
prayed for at each week's service, it was the "duty and privilege of the senior girls to
rum over a page each Sunday"104. This function continued after the W a r and was
adopted as the ceremony of prayer during the Second World War; the names within the
book, though all were soldiers of the First World War, became representative of all
soldiers. Praying for them became representative of praying for all those involved in
all wars.

The Milton Street Church of England Sunday School cannot be found in Hamilton
today. Nor can you find the oak cabinet with glass front which once housed the
Memorial Book.105 The book, however, does still exist and after being passed around

'An Echo from World War, No. 1.' 1944
'An Echo from World War, No. 1.' 1944
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m
Figure 17: Page for Alexander Rankin in the Milton Street Memorial Book, n.d

Figure 18: Page for Lily Malster in the Milton Street Memorial Book, n.d
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the district for a number of years, sits on the shelves of the Hamilton History Centre
collecting dust and gathering marks of time. The importance of the memorial book in
the Milton Street Church of England community led m e to believe that this type of
remembrance could not possibly be restricted to this community alone. Church groups,
clubs, families and schools had been strongly involved in small-town memorial
projects throughout Australia and it seemed only logical that they, like M r O. Mannett,
would have kept similar 'records'. Furthermore, the loss of over 60,000 Australian
lives in the First World W a r , meant that m a n y of these 'records' would also have
become memorials.

From 1914 to 1938, First World War enlisted nurse, Sister Ellen Imlay compiled five
small books (Figures 19, 20 and 21). 106 While the framework ofthe books was clearly
mass-produced, the content is Sister Imlay's own. Her heartfelt desire to preserve the
memory of her family and friends serving in the W a r is openly expressed through the
tender compilation of letters, postcards, photographs, notations and sadly, memorial
service cards and funeral booklets. Like M r O. Mannett's book, Sister Imlay's albums
appear to have begun as records or scrapbooks but ended up as something quite
solemn.

During the war, Sister Imlay's books grew heavier both in physical volume and
emotional weight. Soldiers sent photographic postcards of themselves to Sister Imlay,
one noting on the reverse, "for your little book", indicating that her project was well
known among her patients, friends and family107. After the war, the books continued to
grow. Memorial service cards and death notices were added to the regimental details
and handsome photographs. In the addition to the section dedicated to Corporal
Reverend Pittendrigh, Sister Imlay writes, Corporal Pittendrigh, "was loved and
esteemed by all he enlisted in the Infantry but later transferred.. .as a stretcher-bearer
and at Lone Pine August 1916 gave his life for another...His death was in keeping
with his life." She continues with the quotation of this traditional epitaph:
The dear lords best interpreters are humble human souls,
The gospel of a life like his, Is more than books and scrolls.108

Roll of Honour Albums. (Compiled by Imlay, Ellen Jeanne), c.1914-1938
Roll of Honour Albums. (Compiled by Imlay, Ellen Jeanne), c.1914-1938
Roll of Honour Albums. (Compiled by Imlay, Ellen Jeanne), c.1914 -1938
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Figure 19: Roll of Honour Album, C1914-1938

The inclusion of these last few words is telling. Sister Imlay was aware ofthe futility
of attempting to preserve memory. She knew that no object could express the pain she
felt for the loss of Corporal Pittendrigh. But, it seems that she believed that the book
would be the closest thing to it. "One of m y oldest friends from childhood days"
begins the caption beside one of the numerous fading photographs of soldiers,
followed by "Died in B o m b blast." Sister Imlay's shaky writing gives away perhaps
more than she intended. Handwriting that wavers when things are emotionally
difficult to write, suggests what the neatly carved and leaded text of the town
monument cannot.

The books are each printed on the front with the words "Roll of Honour Album", and
inside with:
This book contains the Portraits, Regimental Particulars and Personal Reminiscences of m y
Relatives and Friends w h o have taken their share in the Fight for Liberty and Honour.109

' Roll of Honour Albums. (Compiled by Imlay, Ellen Jeanne), c.1914 -1938
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Figure 20: Page for Leslie Cormick, Roll of Honour Album, c!914-1938

Figure 21: Page for Charles A. Woodland and memorial card for Cpl.
Leonard Gosper, RoU of Honour Album, C1914-1938
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It seems that Sister Imlay repeatedly rearranged and reorganised both the physical
order of the books and also her memories of friends and family w h o served in the war
as some of the individuals are included in more than one of thefivebooks. Three of
the books seem to be random compilations of family, friends and former patients that
she met along the way, whereas the other two books appear to have been made in
hindsight and are organised into the categories of family and friends. The printed
statement at the beginning of these two books has been altered by Sister Imlay, so that
one reads, ".. .my Relatives" and the other ".. .my Friends." This re-ordering of the
material is evidence that Sister Imlay felt that she needed to structure her memory and
place it in some kind of logical order. These books, like the Milton Street Memorial
Book have fallen into the shadows of archives. They too gather dust and are seen only
by those w h o seek them out. Their gradual disappearance and inevitable decay is not
necessarily a sign that this form of m e m o r y recording has failed. O n the contrary, often
memories that are expressed in book form serve to aid private remembrance and
mourning for the brief term of their maker's life. They, like their makers, have a life
span, and their ephemeral qualities speak eloquently of the m e m o r y process.

Just outside of Warracknabeal, a small farming district in Western Victoria, a school
compiled their o w n book of memory (Figure 22)"°. Bangerang School No. 2262
created a more formally arranged and purpose made Memorial Book. Each page tells
the story of one of the former scholars w h o enlisted or attempted to enlist in the First
World War, accompanied by a photograph or an empty space where a photograph was
unobtainable. Like the Milton Street book, differentiation is m a d e between those w h o
returned and those w h o paid the 'supreme sacrifice'. Bronze renders the names ofthe
dead where red colours the others. Reading the Bangerang book, one becomes aware
of the life these m e n led prior to the War, and for those w h o returned w e learn of their
life after the War. Johnson Byron and John Murdoch Mclean resumed work as farmers
and Stanley Burke resumed "civil life as a taxi cab driver".1" Reinhold O. Klobe
"followed the occupation of a farmer" prior to the war for eight years and then "was a
grocer". H e "returned to civil life" after the war "as a motorman on Electric Tramways
Adelaide."112 T h o m a s Evan Farr has his n a m e written in bronze:

Bangerang School No 2262 Roll of Honour, n.d.
' Bangerang School No 2262 Roll of Honour, n.d.
112
Bangerang School No 2262 Roll of Honour, n.d.
1
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Figure 22: Page for Hugh Alexander McLean, Bangerang School no.2262
Roll of Honour, n.d.

H e was killed on 24th April 1918 at Villers Brettoneux whilst gallantly endeavouring to bring a
machine gun into action, the crew of which were casualties. H e is buried in Adelaide cemetery,
Corbie [France]."3

The brief yet personal stories of each of those in the book enables the reader to
remember people, not just names. Sadly, Frederick and George Bausch will remain as
names only and all that is to be k n o w n of Albert Roberts to readers of the book is that
"he was killed in action on Pozieres on 25th July 1916.'"'" Despite the lack of
information and photographs for these three soldiers, their inclusion in such a personal
memorial invites readers to ponder their possible story and to acknowledge each of
them as individuals distinctly different from each other and the many thousands of
names listed on public monuments.
The former shire of Marong made formal arrangements for the recording of their 'Roll
of Honour' in book form (Figures 23 and 24) 115 . Three weighty books are displayed in
the old Shire hall beneath a marble tablet that reads "Erected to commemorate the selfsacrifice and bravery of the m e n w h o enlisted from the shire for the Great W a r 1914-

Bangerang School No 2262 Roll of Honour, n.d.
Bangerang School No 2262 Roll of Honour, n.d.
" Shire of Marong Roll of Honour, n.d.
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Figure 23: Page for Alexander H .
McPhee (served and returned), Shire
of Marong Roll of Honour, n.d.

Figure 24: Page for Thomas D.
A d a m s (killed in action), Shire of
Marong Roll of Honour, n.d.

1919. Names, photos and records of service in books beneath.""6The closed books
appear identical, but once opened a subtle difference can be observed. Again, colour is
the distinguishing factor between those w h o returned and those w h o did not. The pages
of one of the books are lilac-tinted and list those w h o died; the pages of the other two
books a warm cream. Like Sister Imlay's books, the Marong books are composed of
purpose-printed pages, with spaces provided tofillin the details of each individual.
However, they differ from Sister Imlay's and indeed all of the other books, in that they
remain formal and matter-of-fact - listing embarkation, unit and service details, with
no reference to the personal particulars of those they name. In this sense, these books
are much like the countless roll of honour boards in local halls and sporting clubs. But
what makes them different from these more c o m m o n honour rolls is their inclusion of
photographs and their book form. Books allow an intimacy and private contemplation
that is difficult to encounter with more public memorial forms such as honour boards

Text from the plaque above the Marong Shire Honour Roll Books, housed at the Marong Shire Hall,
City of Greater Bendigo, Victoria.
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and monuments. The reader briefly meets each of these m e n as their photographs stare
back from the pages asking to be remembered. And, as in the case of the missing
Bangerang photos, w e imagine the faces that are absent and consider why they have no
photograph. A s Elizabeth Edwards writes in her essay on photographs as objects of
memory:
Blank spaces in a album suggest memory lost - photographs that escaped or were destroyed,
leaving material traces of their absence (glue and torn paper) and opening the object further to
the imaginative projection of making histories"7.

The absence of some photographs in the Marong books suggest that someone has
taken the photo in order to have it closer to them or perhaps to forget. It could be
argued that Memorial Books cease to be objects of memory when the rituals
surrounding them no longer occur. The act of turning their pages, reading from them
and displaying them are all acts of remembering. Placing them in archives, in closed
boxes and letting them disappear, is an act of forgetting. In this sense, the Marong
books remember, and the others n o w forget.

O.A.S (On Active Service) is the title Miss K.L. Alexander gave to her transcription
letters she received from the front (Figure 25)" 8 . Her memorial book seems to have

Figure 25: Page from O.A.S, c.1927
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been m a d e out of a desire to collate her experience of the war (from the home-front),
in a kind of concise order. The book, about four inches thick, is hand bound and
covered in a pungent piece of leather that is n o w falling apart. The very smell of the
book establishes it as a mnemonic device, as Elizabeth Edwards again suggests,
"Albums have weight and tactility, they often smell, sometimes of damp, rotting card,
the scent of 'pastness'".119 Along with the meticulously copied letters Miss Alexander
has pasted photographs, poems, memorial dedication booklets, postcards and other
memorabilia into the book. Oddly, she has not included names beneath the photos or
the letters and has ordered the entries according to categories such as 'from hospitals'
and 'Palestine' rather than chronologically. A s a result the book is disorientating for
today's reader, and it can therefore be concluded that Miss Alexander wrote the book
not for posterity but for herself. The act of transcribing, despite the original letters still
being in her possession, was as important in theritualof remembrance as the finished
book itself. Joy Damousi discusses a similar case, in which John Roberts repeatedly
transcribed the war letters of his dead son, Frank,120 The letters were copied into a
scrapbook along with newspaper cuttings and other ephemera related to Frank's war
service and death. Damousi suggests that there was perhaps something therapeutic in
the act of transcription and that Roberts was able to keep his son alive through the rewriting and re-reading of letters. Robert's scrapbook therefore "provided a strong
connection with a past, a sense of continuity, 'of rootedness and family tradition.'"121
It is possible that Miss Alexander was also able to keep alive the voices and
personalities of those w h o wrote to her through re-writing, rather than directly pasting
the original letters into her book. Furthermore, the completion of her transcription
could have provided her with a sense of closure.

Norman S. Connal, the headmaster of Toowoomba Preparatory School from 1929 to
1958, is quoted on the cover of the Roll of Honour and Memorial Book of the
T o o w o o m b a Preparatory School: " W e shall not forget them; w e want them and their
sacrifice to serve as inspirations to future generations of boys"122. This Memorial
Book, unlike Miss Alexander's, was clearly created with the intention of inspiring

"' Edwards, Elizabeth 1999, p229
120
Damousi, Joy 1999,p58-64
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Damousi, Joy 1999, p62
122
The Roll of Honour and The Memorial Book ofthe Toowoomba Preparatory School (The Anglican
Church of Australia), c.1981
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future generations of boys at the school. Unlike the other books, there are no
photographs. The text is typewritten and official, yet an element ofthe personal is
evident in the form of biographical detail. Lieutenant Charles Robert Windeyer, for
example, was "the son of Richard Windeyer Q.C. and Mabel Fuller Windeyer of
Sydney" and was "a m e m b e r of the staff of the T o o w o o m b a G r a m m a r Preparatory
School in 1914." Despite this glimmer of the personal, each entry concludes with a list
ofthe Honours and Awards bestowed on that particular individual, highlighting that
the focus of this book is on the example these m e n can provide, rather than on their
personal stories. T h e information provided at the beginning of the book indicates that it
was made after 1980, and therefore its purpose is quite different to those books created
during and immediately after the war. W h e r e the former served to remind readers of
their lost relatives and friends, the latter commemorates an ideal in order to provide the
current generation of boys with 'inspiration'.

Each of the Memorial Books intends (or intended) to remember those who served in
the First World W a r in a range of styles and to varying degrees. However, what is at
the centre of each of the books is the need to remember individuals as opposed to
assimilated groups; to acknowledge the m e n and w o m e n for w h o they were before the
war in addition to their role within it, and the need to commemorate on an intimate and
personal level. These Memorial Books offer an insight into the lives of not only the
individuals listed within them, but also the lives of those w h o mourned their loss.
Memorial Books, I have found, were a c o m m o n form in which small groups collected
their memories of their lost kin. These books offer a significant contrast to the more
widely recognised form of memorial monument. While their content differs greatly, it
is their aesthetic differences, the fragility and impermanence of such personal
memorials that interest m e as an artist. These memorials can be read as metaphors for
memory: they are ephemeral and just as m e m o r y becomes lost and deteriorates over
time, so too do these Memorial Books. A s an artist concerned with a subject as
ephemeral as m e m o r y and exploring it through a medium as tactile as paint, the
problem of tangibly describing the metaphysical has been enlightened by these
Memorial Books, which achieve this task so eloquently.
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Artist Books and M e m o r y

It is clear that the Memorial Books discussed in the previous section of this chapter
hold appeal not only to the historian but also to the visual artist. In addition to their
historical and emotive value, some ofthe given examples also represent the dying art
ofthe handmade book. The advent ofthe printing press and even more so the computer
has meant that books have become less the products of lengthy and skilful labour and
more the result of technological processes. Not only has the handmade book become
rare, but the art of handwriting too has begun to disappear as this skill is replaced by
the skill of word-processing. Thus handmade books have today become the realm of
the artist. While the works produced during this doctoral candidature are a response to
the Memorial Books and not books themselves, an artistic investigation of text, books
and m e m o r y would not be complete without an acknowledgement of the many artist
books that have been made in response to personal memories and to more general
concepts of memory. A s w e have seen, a strong relationship exists between the book
and m e m o r y and so it only stands to reason that artists working with the medium of the
book often create works with m e m o r y as their central theme. Though not primarily
book artists, Art Spiegelman, Sue Ford, Hughie O'Donoghue, and Anselm Kiefer have
all employed the form of the artist book in their explorations of war, memory and its
impact on the present generation.

Spiegelman's Maus recounts the holocaust survival story ofthe artist's father,
Vladek123. Told through a comic strip narrative of mice (the Jewish), pigs (the Polish),
dogs (the Americans) and cats (the Nazis), Maus is an unsettling account of deathly
events portrayed via a m e d i u m commonly associated with light entertainment. O n first
examination Maus appears to fit into the category of mass-printed material, bearing
little relationship to the present subject of the handmade book. However, the comic
strip format, composed of handwritten captions and freely drawn images, continually
reminds the viewer of the artist's presence, making a reading of Maus an intensely
personal experience. The shifting from Vladek's recollections of the past to the
present-day conversation between the artist and his father within the book often occurs

Spiegleman, Art 2003
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Figure 26: Art Spiegelman, Page from Maus,
2003 edition.

at points where Vladek's narrative is particularly horrific or painful. Suggesting that
Vladek has difficulty communicating the memories of these events to his son, and also
that the artist is unable to describe such things through art. At one stage the artist
draws himself creating the book. H e is wearing a mouse mask and is perched high
upon a stool stooped over his drawing board. Piled high at his feet are the bodies of
hundreds of mice (Figure 26). Here the artist describes his difficulty with continuing
the book, and its relevance in terms of the horrific events at its core. The reader
becomes aware that this narrative is as m u c h about the artist's relationship to the
Holocaust as it is an account of Vladek's survival. Thus, Maus is not a mere biography
of Vladek Spiegelman, it also records the artist's memories of his father and the impact
of the Holocaust on the present generation.
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Figure 27: Sue Ford and Jim Keating, Somewhere in France: 1917, 1999.

Just as the specific memories of Spiegelman and his father are communicated through
the literal arrangement of text and image in Maus, so too are the memories of artist Sue
Ford and her grandfather, Jim Keating, in their work, Somewhere in France: 1917
(Figure 27). In what the artist terms a "posthumous collaboration", the handwritten
account of Keating's war experience is juxtaposed with Ford's colour photographs of
classical busts124. Though printed in an edition offivehundred, the book emits a sense
ofthe personal through the reproduction of Keating's handwriting125. The ghostly faces
of Ford's photographs stare silently back at the reader, as though they too were
witnesses of Keating's war experience. The many faces, though as diverse in features
as the soldiers that stood beside Keating at the Front, are united by a c o m m o n scarring
and damage. While the busts were photographed in Italian and Greek Museums, thenpositioning alongside Keating's powerful, yet all too familiar, account, grant them a

Ford, Sue and James Edward (Jim) Keating 1999
Stanhope, Zara 2004, p49: The work was also presented as an exhibition at the Museum of Modern
Art at Heide in 1999.
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new meaning126. They no longer stand as effigies of significant public figures or as
allegories to a distant society's moral ideals. Nor do they remain only examples of a
famous sculptor's oeuvre. They n o w read as witnesses to a violent past and have
become the frozen images of dead soldiers, never to grow in body but to age instead
through their crumbling memorials and eventual fading from public memory.
Somewhere in France: 1917 specifically addresses Keating's memories and Ford's
response to them, through a simultaneous reading of text and image. Notions of
memory in its broader sense are also suggested through the decision to print the text in
its original handwritten form (a form that is strongly connected to the past) and the
damaged subjects of Ford's photographs. The book's format holds some connections
to the type of memories it contains, as its unbound pages allude to the thousands of
handwritten letters that were sent from soldiers abroad. Hence, this book is related to
memory not only through its subject matter and literal content but also through its
physical form.

Similarly, Hughie O'Donogue's Anabasis - a series of twenty-four books communicates ideas of m e m o r y both through the subject of the photographs within
them and also through the physical structure of the book (Figure 28). Bearing titles
such as How I want to Remember

You, I Didn't Recognise this Soldier by Sight and

News from Home, and containing black and white photographs of both personal,
domestic situations and the war, Anabasis immediately allows the viewer a glimpse of
a personal narrative127. While initially appearing to tell a coherent story, a closer
analysis of the series leaves the viewer feeling somewhat confused and unsatisfied.
Unsatisfied, at their inability to fully understand the story that the books initially
promise to tell. O'Donoghue's approach is of significant contrast to that of Spiegleman
and Ford, in that he attempts to discuss specific memories within the language of
memory itself, that is, in a fractured and incomplete state. Unlike, Maus and
Somewhere in France: 1917, Anabasis provides no details and the viewer's
imagination plays a significant role in the m e m o r y process. Thus, O'Donoghue's work
allows for the projection of countless stories and narratives belonging to those w h o
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Figure 28: Hughie O'Donoghue, Book XV, It started in
Athens (top) and Book XVI, Kalamaki, the Court Martial
Centre (bottom), 2003.

view them, and m a y therefore c o m e to stand as a memorial for multiple experiences in
much the same manner as the Milton Street Memorial Book became a memorial to all
wars. However, it is not only the fractured nature of the book's subject matter that
contribute to an understanding of the memory process in this work, but also the
medium ofthe book itself. Like Doris Salcedo's wardrobe doors, these books are
impenetrable. O n e cannot leaf through their pages, nor can w e 'read on' to find out
what happened next. Instead w e are allowed to view snippets of the past and to
imagine the spaces in between, remembering some things and forgetting others.

In an even more abstracted response to the past, Anselm Kiefer has rejected narrative
altogether in his book Sulamith128. In his work memory is evoked not through
depictions of specific people or events but through atmospheric and textural
128
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suggestion. W o m e n ' s hair is strewn across the soldered lead pages of the book, its
fluidity mimicking the swirling orange ofthe lead's oxidised surface. The delicate
weightlessness of the hair contrasts with the stiff heaviness of the lead, yet the two
elements seem to combine and suggest the visceral contents of the h u m a n body. But
the hair is detached, and lies amongst soil, or possibly ash, discarded and uncherished.
This hair is not like the locks kept from a baby's first haircut, nor is it woven into an
intricate pattern like the hair of 19th century mourning jewellery. This hair is evidence
of a horrendously violent past, a past that cannot be easily recorded in words or
pictures. This book is not just about memory, but it is about a particular type of
memory: the unbearable, the painful and the destructive. A n d all of this is said without
words or decipherable images. The materials of this book, the rusting lead, the hair and
the soil, are integral in its communication of memory. The weight of the lead makes
the books cumbersome and somewhat inaccessible and contributes to the viewer's
sense that this book bears the burden of a heavy memory. A n d while the book
acknowledges the ephemerality of m e m o r y through the frail floating strands of hair,
the permanency of its lead pages and binding suggests that this m e m o r y should never
be forgotten. While the body of the book will remain in existence for years to come the
organic content of its pages will decay and disappear. M e m o r y then, is described in
this book, as incomplete, fading and difficult.

These artist books, like the other texts described earlier in this chapter, can also be
divided into those that m a k e an aesthetic connection to m e m o r y and those which
approach m e m o r y more literally. While the form and materials of Kiefer's book are an
essential link to the type of m e m o r y his work addresses, Spiegelman remembers
through the detailed narrative of word and image. Ford and O'Donoghue's memories,
however, drift in between literal representation and aesthetic suggestion. For all four
artists, the book serves as a useful vehicle for the expression of specific memories, and
also as an apt metaphor for the processes of memory, the attempts to preserve it, and
the inevitable fate of forgetting.
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1.4 MEMORY AND PLACE
The way in which objects are perceived to contain and preserve m e m o r y in Western
thought have been well documented by countless scholars, m a n y of which have been
mentioned in the earlier chapters of this thesis129. It has been established that although
the very nature of m e m o r y resists any attempt to bind it to material objects, there is an
ongoing tendency for individuals and groups to use objects as representations of
memory. Furthermore, it has been acknowledged that there are infinite possible types
of objects that are used as materialisations of memory, from the very minute and
personal to the grand and communal. However, the examples of such memorial items
discussed hitherto have been restricted to objects in the general sense of the word. This
chapter extends the definition of object in order to consider the way in which physical
sites are also commonly employed as objects of memory.

When Marius Kwint stated that objects act as records of the past, aiding memory by
stimulating the senses, and that "they become history, like fragments that speak to the
geologist or paleontologist"130 he was repeating a commonly held belief in the ability
of objects to contain memory. But what is perhaps most interesting about his statement
is the reference to the geologist and paleontologist, which suggests that m e m o r y can be
excavated and unearthed. A s a result Kwint's statement becomes an inadvertent use of
landscape as a metaphor for memory. Here, the landscape is a container of memoryobjects, covered by the passing of time. In addition, the recovery of distant memories
can be achieved by the voluntary exhumation by the paleontologist or geologist. While
Kwint invokes landscape as a material aid to memory, he does not see landscape itself
as an object of memory. Landscape remains separate from such objects, being the
place in which they are found - rather than the object of m e m o r y itself. This
conception of landscape as possessor of memory-objects, but distinctly separate from
them, is one commonly held among scholars of material culture 131. Other enquiries,
however, see landscape more closely connected to the evocation of memory and credit
129
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it with similar (if not greater) mnemonic powers to that ofthe memorial object132.
While there are obvious differences between sites of m e m o r y and objects of memory,
their use in commemorative and mnemonic processes is essentially the same. Both
provide ephemeral m e m o r y with a visible presence; both m a y be touched and cared
for; and both can be damaged. There is one significant difference, however, that makes
a physical site one of the most provocative of memorial objects: its persistent presence.
Though able to be bulldozed, rebuilt or allowed to grow over, the place will always
remain, even if not in an 'authentic'133 state:
A n d so Landscape, precisely because it is so resolutely atemporal, so resistent to closure, so
open to all manner of reverie, stands in such sharp contrast to history. Space is the ground of
remembering - against time. It is there even when representation seems hopeless; what
monument other than the thing itself could possibly be adequate to Auschwitz or to the
Martyred village of Oradour? W h e n images of heroism and sacrifice ring hollow, thefieldof
graves and long lists of names planted in the landscape of battle represent, albeit in an
aestheticized form, the thing itself, ever present.114

Thus, it is the permanence of such places that m a k e them so effective as a memoryobjects. Where a photograph or family heirloom can be lost or completely obliterated,
landscape remains, often bearing the scars of the past.

While all sites bear evidence of previous times, and every individual may select a
different location as a repository for their memories, certain places hold special
significance for large groups. Such places can become memory-objects due to the
events that took place upon them, while others are set aside with the intention of
creating n e w sites of memory. T h e commemoration of the First World War, for
example, has seen the use of both event-specific and purpose-constructed sites of
memory. Those w h o have the capacity to visit the battlefields are able to connect with
the physical site of the conflict, to touch it, breathe the air their dead relatives and
friends breathed and see the sights that they saw, albeit in a more accommodating
state. In a sense, they relive the event in order to understand it. However, for most
wartime bereaved and the subsequent generation of rememberers, the battlefields are

Schama, Simon 1995, in particular.
M u c h ofthe debate surrounding contested m e m o r y landscapes centres around the perceived
'authenticity' of the site. Disputes over whether to re-build, preserve or allow continual decay of ancient
ruins and battlefield landscapes form a substantial amount ofthe literature on such subjects.
Furthermore, contested m e m o r y landscapes complicate these discussions, in that these sites have
multiple histories and thus multiple states of 'authenticity'.
134
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too distant and inaccessible for them to function as objects of memory. They require
sites of m e m o r y that are closer to h o m e and have constructed such places in their own
towns and cities. Thus a place m a y become a memory-object in two ways: through
circumstance and through construction.

While the link between memory and place is most obviously found in the capacity of a
site to act as a physical container of memory, the idea of landscape has also been
applied as metaphor for the metaphysical workings of memory. The ephemeral and
haphazard nature of m e m o r y along with its storage and retrieval, have found
explanation within the metaphor of landscape. Therefore in order to complete the
analysis of m e m o r y and place, a discussion of such metaphors will follow the
investigation of circumstantial and constructed memory sites in this chapter.

Circumstantial Memory Sites

It has been established that some places acquire memorial status due to the events tha
have taken place on them. S o m e individuals visit historical sites in order to imagine
the narratives read in history books, and consequently create their o w n memories
within the given location, while others seek out the site of a relative's battlefield grave,
with the desire of giving closure to mourning that had no physical place135. "The link
between the past and the present is the land"136, reaching across the thresholds of time,
between the living and the dead. Although almost all places have been the location of a
significant event at least once in their history, not all places become sites of memory.
S o m e are deliberately sought out in order to provide m e m o r y with a physical
embodiment. In this case such places become memorials when remembering is
intentional. However, other sites evoke memories of past events even when
remembering is undesirable. Thus, there are two ways of looking at circumstantial
memorial sites: those that aid voluntary recall, and those that spontaneously evoke
memory. T h e voluntary connection between m e m o r y and place is most often made
when the evidence of past events is sought at the site, whereas sites that evoke

135
The battlefields of the First and Second World Wars became the site of burial for the majority of
those w h o died there. The absence of a grave in their home countries meant that many mourners had
place to commune with the dead.
136
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Figure 29: Alan Cohen, Somme 1998, Berlin 1996, Auschwitz, 1994.

spontaneous remembering are quite often referred to as having a 'spirit of place137' or a
'historical sublime'138. W h e r e the former relies on corporeal encounters, the latter is
bound up in spiritual experience.

Seeking the physical scars of the past in order to remember is a theme at the centre of
photographer Alan Cohen's work (Figure 29). Tracing the battlefields of the S o m m e ,
the absent Berlin Wall and the topography of the Holocaust, Cohen seeks to give
distressing memories a place. A s Sander Gilman states in his essay on Cohen's
European Ground, a collection of almost forensic photographs of sites with horrific
pasts, Cohen "would have us look for the past in the fragments of our o w n world."139
Cohen pieces together fragments of these sites in order to gain some understanding of
an incomprehensible past and frames these fragments through the photographic lens.
Consequently, those w h o are either geographically separated from such sites, or simply
not in tune with the history of the ground they tread, are encouraged to read these
places within Cohen's framework of remembering. Cohen thus mediates the sense of
such a place and ensures that viewers of his photographs experience these sites in the
way that Cohen himself encountered them: with knowledge of their pasts. This is
further suggested in the titles of Cohen's European Ground photographs, which name

Baer, Ulrich 2000. p40
Semmel, Stuart 2000, pi4, while Semmel describes the emotional experience of being in a landscape
he also refers to "the incomplete traces the past [has] made on the present", therefore suggesting that in
order to experience this 'historical sublime' the landscape must bear evidence ofthe past. Thus Semmel
connects the voluntary use of landscape in memory recall with the involuntary emotion evoked by such
a place.
138
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each of these places, providing factual information that immediately connects the
viewer with the struggles of First World W a r Battlefields; the pain of Berlin's division;
and the incomprehensible sufferings and humiliations of the Holocaust.

Cohen's project therefore highlights the importance of historical knowledge and its
place in the interpretation of such sites of memory. W o u l d an uneducated visitor to
these sites, or indeed a viewer of Cohen's images, experience them as sites of memory
without the aid of titles or other sources of historical information? This question is in
fact at the heart of Cohen's European Ground series. M a n y of these sites and their
minute traces of horrendous pasts are overlooked by countless uninformed feet and
glanced at by eyes blind to their history. Cohen frames the scars of the past; provides
them with importance by the very act of photographing them; and places them in the
context of remembering by giving them titles which trigger connections with the
names, places and narratives of events heavily etched into the collective
consciousness. Thus, it is not the sites themselves that evoke such memories, but
rather, the images of them. It follows then, that there is a clear distinction between the
sites of m e m o r y and Cohen's depictions of them. T h e advantages of the latter being
portability, and thus a wider audience, and also the ability to clearly place the depicted
place in the context of remembrance, through connections with culturally understood
symbols and words.

Sander Gilman, however, disagrees. He believes that Cohen's photographs remain
independent of explicit references to "pictures w e already recognise"140 and states that
the photographer's imagery is different to "an artist like Anselm Kiefer whose
landscapes... evoke the past by drawing on a stock of received imagery."141 While
Gilman's observation of Kiefer's work is indeed correct, his suggestion that Cohen
avoids similar referencing of 'received imagery' - of concentration c a m p bunks and
gas chambers - is problematic. Cohen, like Kiefer, intends the viewer to connect his
images to specific sites and to the m e m o r y of the events that took place upon them,

Gilman, Sander L. 2001, p6
Gilman, Sander L. 2001, p6
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Figure 30: Alan Cohen AuschwitzBirkenau, 1994.

Figure 31: Anselm Kiefer Twilight
ofthe West (Abendland), 1989.

by taking advantage of referents that prompt the viewer to acknowledge the past. In
Auschwitz-Birkenau 1994, for example, Cohen, depicts the abandoned railway tracks
that once transported thousands of innocent people to their deaths. Here the railway
tracks are employed as a familiar link to the past - in m u c h the same manner as those
in Kiefer's 1989 painting, Twilight ofthe West (Abendland). These tracks are widely
recognized as holocaust imagery. Furthermore, the titles of the works themselves, as
suggested previously, are obvious references to the sites and immediately conjure up,
in the minds of the viewers, culturally embedded images of the atrocities that occurred
in these places. This in itself is not 'drawing on received imagery', but rather a way in
to an otherwise anonymous location. The choice to photograph the sites in black and
white, however, does evoke the past through the use of a medium commonly
associated with the original documentation of such sites and archival footage of the
given events. Furthermore, black and white photography, in its reference to earlier
recording technologies (not our present high resolution, colour digital technologies)
immediately places the depicted object in the past and into memory. Hence Cohen,
though perhaps less explicitly than Kiefer, does draw upon received modes of
representing the past in order to present these sites as places of memory. Paradoxically,
Cohen's attempt to evoke the memory of these events through a m o d e of
representation commonly associated with the past, m a y ultimately historicise the
events and thus distance the viewer from them, rather than encourage engagement with
them in the present.
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Figure 32: Lochnagar Crater, France, 2004

At this point it is necessary to depart from the discussion of depictions of sites of
memory and return to the site itself. What exactly are the scars that remain in the place
and h o w do they evoke memories of the past? The markings of history
may be as ephemeral as a footprint in the sand or as enduring as the trench lines carved
across the French countryside. Whatever the evidence, it must be able to be connected
to the firsthand memories or learned histories of those w h o encounter it, in order for it
to evoke remembrance. A hill formed by the bombs of battle, for instance, m a y be
accepted as part of the natural land formation to the uninformed visitor142. From this it
can be concluded that historical knowledge orfirsthandmemories are essential in
determining what is, and what is not, a site of memory. Is it possible for a place to
'contain' m e m o r y if no one remembers what occurred there? If Riegl's theory on Agevalue is accurate, indeed it can.
142
Historical knowledge or firsthand experience of a particular landscape is not the only way in which a
site may be recognised as historically important. A n understanding ofthe natural features of a particular
environment makes the unnatural aspects immediately apparent. The craters on the S o m m e for instance,
disrupt the otherwise flat, open countryside.
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As cited earlier in chapter 1.2, Monuments

and Memorials, Riegl states that objects

endowed with Age-value have an emotional effect that "depends on neither scholarly
knowledge nor historical education for its satisfaction, since it is evoked by mere
sensory perception."143 Thus, according to Riegl, it is possible for a visitor to sense
m e m o r y within an object, or by extension a place, simply by coming into contact with
it. Hence, the overwhelming sense of oppression and desperation in Auschwitz's gas
chambers and the melancholy silence of Lochnagar crater on the S o m m e , are apparent
even to visitors unaware of their history (Figure 32). Stuart S e m m e l links this 'sensing
of place' to the Western desire for sublime experience within both the landscape and
depictions of it:
"Connoisseurs ofthe sublime looked to natural "terrors" and "horrors"; they cherished the wild,
craggy peaks painted by Salvator Rosa, irregular organic forms meant to inspire dread and awe.
But the Sublime spoke also of marks that history left on nature. Countless paintings placed
architectural fragments in a natural landscape, ruins testifying to time's ravages and to a
civilization's decline. Such paintings, steeped in melancholy for lost antiquity, found
counterparts in a poetic tradition of the ruin of the landscape (exemplified in Wordsworth's
"Tintern Abbey"), as well as in poetic "fragments," poems whose very form mimicked the
ruins."144

This is not to say that sites such as Auschwitz or the S o m m e are visited purely for the
thrill of the sublime. But rather, the sublime m a y be experienced in these places
without the prompt of historical knowledge. In accordance with Riegl, the memories of
terror and loss m a y reside in these places, only to be awakened by unsuspecting
visitors.

Ulrich Baer, further extends the possibility of being touched by the memory and
emotions of the past through an interaction with place, in his discussion of Dirk
Reinartz's and Mikael Levin's photographs of Holocaust sites (Figure 33) 145 . H e
argues that the two photographers work within the conventions of traditional landscape
photography, in order to position the viewer outside of the scene and thus separate
them from the events that took place there. Baer also states that the photographs work
to draw the viewer into the space only to trap them in the foreground, rather than lead
them off into the hazy distance as one expects of the landscape tradition.
143
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Figure 33: Mikael Levin, Nordlager Ohrdruf 1995, 1995.

This containing ofthe viewer emphasises the claustrophobic nature of the site and
intensifies the sense of horror experienced by the artist in their physical encounter with
the site, "As if enlivened by a breeze, the silent print is animated by an aura of 'spirit
of place': w e get the sense that the grounds are haunted, even spooked."146 Here the
artist mediates the sublime nature of the landscape, and the site becomes somewhat
aestheticised in order to evoke within the viewer, similar sentiments to those felt by the
artist.147 A n d so, these places - and even more so, the images of them - emit a sense of
irredeemable loss and:
.. .regardless and even in spite of our knowledge of their historical import, these images pull us
in. They try to 'speak from within erasure,' they seek to give to loss a "topography" by
showing us that nothing - not knowledge, empathy commemoration, indignation, mourning, or
shame - can fill these silent spaces.148

Thus, it is the emptiness, the absence of evidence within these landscapes, which
speaks of the events that took place within them. Other sites of m e m o r y are built
upon, or altered significantly by the passing of time. But despite m a n y sites

Baer, Ulrich 2000, p40
Baer, Ulrich 2000, p50, argues that Reinartz and Levin avoid overly aestheticising the sites: "both
photographers steer clear of the derivative pathos that characterizes books often sold at memorial sites,
and that renders us doubly helpless since it is felt to be sincere and yet trivializes the event by drawing
on the cliches of prefabricated sentimentality. Reinartz and Levin resist the temptation to infuse the
lightly wooded area with the markers ofthe terribly spectacular or the mass-produced sublime."
148
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Figure 34: Herbert Wilkins. Anzac Cove, February 1919.

becoming unrecognisable as the locations of the remembered events, the possibility of
being connected to the past by geographic association continues to bring visitors to
such places. For example, the Belgian city of leper was almost completely obliterated
during the First World War, and despite its n o w immaculately rebuilt condition,
continues to act as a site connecting the damage of the past with present-day
rememberers. So while some look for physical evidence within the site in order to
intentionally ignite remembrance of the past, others experience the spontaneous
evocation of memory through the spirit of the place. Whatever the prompt - tactile or
intangible, intentional or not memory - is aided by an encounter with place. Landscape
becomes a theatre for remembering: the stage in which events are replayed and
remembered in the imaginations of those w h o engage with them.

The revisiting of sites in order to aid memory recall occurs on both a collective and
individual level. From the annual pilgrimage of thousands of Australians to Gallipoli
each Anzac Day, to the quiet placing of flowers at a roadside shrine, revisiting
significant locations enables a connection to the past (Figure 34). In the case ofthe
dawn service at Gallipoli, commemorating the landing of Australian and N e w Zealand
troops on the 25 April 1915, the event is relived in time and place.
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Participants in the service stand on that soil, at that exact time of day, in the hope of
understanding what it was like for those w h o did so almost a century beforehand.
While it is unlikely that any visitor to such a site would actually wish the events ofthe
past to be present, all express a desire to relive the past through the act of visiting. John
Schofield states of those w h o toured the battlefields immediately following the First
World W a r :
They visited these places ... perhaps for therapeutic reasons, for reasons of guilt (among those
that stayed at home), to help comprehend the scale of the conflict, but nearly always for reasons
of remembrance and mourning. Whatever the motivation, these structures and places played an
important role for those left to rebuild society and their o w n lives in the immediate post-war
149

years.

Thus, these sites enabled mourners to give their grief a place and to provide these
previously invisible events (that they had experienced through letters and newsreports) with visibility. Consequently, the war and their loss became comprehensible
through the act of retracing the steps of lost kin.

Paradoxically, however, the landscape, while promising to make the past present,
simultaneously renders it absent. T h e resilience of the battlefield landscapes and
indeed all places m e a n that time inevitably allows a growing over and masking of the
past (Figure 35). A s Sander Gilman observes, "Nature has 'repaired' the physical
reality of the camps. T h e buildings rot; the grass covers the Appelplatz (where the
inmates assembled each morning and evening)."150 While the eventual concealment of
the scars of the past provide an apt metaphor for the process of forgetting, such a site
though promising remembrance m a y on the contrary cause one to conclude that the
event m a y not have happened at all. A s S e m m e l states in reference to Walter Scott's
experience of Waterloo:
It was the disjunction between the historical scene and the surviving tangible environment that
brought on Scott's near-vertiginous sense that the battle might not have happened at all, given
h o w difficult it was to grasp. The physical landscape offered the tempting prize of communion
with history - but then snatched it away.151
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Figure 35: The leper River, leper, Belgium, 2004.

So while the physical site m a y promise a connection with the past by means of
continuance through time, it simultaneously denies the possibility through its swift
regeneration.

The inability to connect with the past due to time's masking of evidence is not the on
complication of such regenerated sites. Places of m e m o r y that are devoid of history's
marks become open to multiple interpretations and consequently, contestation. While
much attention has been devoted to the debates surrounding the development of
constructed m e m o r y sites, circumstantial sites of m e m o r y have been equally disputed.
It seems battlefields will often remain battlefields, once fought upon with guns and
tanks the battle later becomes a battle of memories, with each side fighting for control
of the memory site. W a r is fought on two or more sides and therefore is remembered
differently by groups either side of the trench line. A s the wounds of the land and the
knowledge of vast losses stand as testament to one group's memories, an opposing
memory can be equally justified through the interpretation of the same piece of
evidence. While a location m a y be perceived as a container of memory it is hardly
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Figure 36: Little Bighorn Battlefield
National Memorial, original U S A Military
monument, n.d.

Figure 37: The newly added Indian
Memorial at Little Bighorn Battlefield,
Montana, U S A , n.d.

the bearer of truth: "the ground, though silent, breathes horror. Truth - the proper
reading- does not hover above the ground or sweep along its surface like the wind: it
lies buried with the dead."152

The battle is not always over the memory site itself, but rather a fight to control the
future reading of the place through naming and official histories. The land itself
remains open to the attachment of multiple memories and countless versions of events.
However, each group's memories require validation through inclusion in official
histories, which in turn ensures the continuance of their story for posterity. Thus, the
contest over a memorial site lies not in the earth itself but in the interpretation of it.
Lyn Paxson spoke of one such case, where the Custer Battlefield National Monument
(Montana, United States of America), a m e m o r y site that had been in dispute for over a
century was renamed in 1991 as the Little Bighorn Battlefield National Monument
(Figure 36 and 37) 153 . The renaming of the site and the building of an Indian memorial
opposite the existing United States Military monument to Lt. Colonel George
Armstrong Custer and the m e n of the 7th Cavalry, meant that the alternate history and
its associated memories were finally acknowledged and thus granted legitimacy.
Similar revisions of sites of memory have been seen in the commemoration of the First

Semmel, Stuart 2000, p22
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and Second World W a r s where groups with conflicting memories have added plaques
and monuments to the sites.154

Sites of memory that are as obviously contested as the Little Bighorn Battlefield
example indicate just h o w subjective such places can be. There is no singular fixed
memory that resides in such places. They remain open to interpretation, and though on
the surface they m a y appear to be authentic, untouched preservers of history, these
circumstantial memorial sites - battlefields, concentration camps, roadside shrines may be as manufactured as the examples of constructed m e m o r y sites that follow. A s
Cohen says of his photographs, they ".. .couldn't validate the narratives or testimonials,
nor could the photographs displace anyone's experience or substitute for an
understanding of history, or any of that, but they gave you a place to which you could
attach information."155 T h e same can be said for places of memory: while the truth is
not written clearly across their surfaces, the marks that suggest history enable
memories and emotion to be attached to them.

Constructed Memory Sites

As mentioned briefly above, constructed memorial sites are equally as contested as
circumstantial ones. However, the arguments surrounding constructed m e m o r y sites
become even more complex, as it is not only the interpretation of the place that must
be considered, but also the form and function of the newly constructed space for
remembering. Choosing the site, form and preferred function of prospective memorials
has seen m a n y arguments between parties on both a communal and national scale156.
While the site is quite often chosen for practical reasons (central and prominent within
the landscape), it is just as often chosen to locate the remembrance of the event within
proximity of the actual site. Here, circumstantial m e m o r y sites - the actual locations -
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The developmental history of the Boer War memorial in Hamilton, Victoria, reveals much
community discussion and debate as to the form, site and cost of the proposed memorial; Inglis, K. S.
and Jan Brazier 1998, discuss numerous instances of debate over war memorials on a communal level;
and Harvey, A d a m 2006; Robinson, Clare 2005; 'A Ground Zero Summit' 2006, discuss the continuing
controversy over the proposed redevelopment and memorialisation of the World Trade Centre site in
N e w York, an example of such debate on a national level.
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Figure 38: Memorial cross at Lochnagar crater, La Boiselle, France, 2003.

and constructed m e m o r y landscapes fuse. It becomes difficult to separate one from the
other: the authentic location and the constructed site become inseparable.

The Lochnagar crater at La Boiselle on the Somme, for instance, is a landscape
sculpted by an act of war. However, it is the cross, placed on the rim of the crater,
which situates the site within the context of remembrance (Figure 38). While members
of the nearby community and many of those w h o survived the war, would recognise
the importance ofthe site without such an aid to remembrance, the cross makes the
memorial significance of this landscape immediately apparent to the unacquainted
visitor. Furthermore, the cross is evidence of a process of selection. This crater, this
scar on the earth, has been chosen as a representative of countless others, which have
since been filled and planted over with the veiling crops of a new generation of
farmers. Thus, the addition of a constructed memorial to an otherwise circumstantial
memorial landscape broadens the use of the site and elevates this section of the former
battlefield above the other unmarked areas. However, not all constructed additions are
received as openly as the L a Boiselle cross.
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Alex Tryrell discusses one such example157. The one-hundred-foot high statue to the
Duke of Sutherland in Northern Scotland overlooks the site of a bitterly contested area
of land cleared by the Duke, in attempt to remedy the famine of the 1840s. S o m e
opponents to the m e m o r y of the D u k e have called to have the statue removed, while
others have proposed a m o n u m e n t higher than the Duke's with the "victims 'coming
over the hill'" to get him158. This example illustrates the need for opposing memory
groups to m a k e their o w n mark on the m e m o r y site. A n d in this case, they do so by the
removal or addition of a constructed memorial in order to control future memory and
interpretation of the place. This contestation over a memorial site is not the only
problem with commemoration at the actual location. Another, perhaps more c o m m o n
obstacle, is the impracticality of a fusion between the circumstantial and constructed
memorial space.

Often the need to construct a space for memory arises out of the inability to access th
actual site of the event. A monument placed upon a remote battlefield site, for
instance, does not serve remembrance at home. Unable to bury their sons, brothers
and husbands in a traditional funerary ceremony, mourners of the war dead sought a
means to metaphorically 'bring their boys home'. T h e innumerable town memorials in
Australia attest to this desire. These constructed sites stood in for the distant, often
inaccessible and indeterminate battlefield graves. While these sites served and in many
cases continue to serve the mourning process, they risk the possibility of packaging
memory. In other words, they m a y only represent the memories of one in a number of
contrasting views. Furthermore, when constructed m e m o r y sites are at their least
successful - that is, w h e n they fail to evoke m e m o r y of the given event - they are in
danger of tokenism. The labelling of the land, and of streets and roads, after Aboriginal
place names in Australia and Maori names in N e w Zealand, for example, can be
interpreted as one such tokenistic attempt to commemorate two severely wounded -
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Figure 39: Natalie Robertson, Photographs from the Driving Home series, 1999.

yet still very m u c h alive - cultures. This is the way in which photographer Natalie
Robertson has interpreted this attempt at commemoration in N e w Zealand (Figure
39)159. Kylie Message argues that Robertson's nocturnal photographs give these massproduced road signs the appearance of "luminous effigies of the past, whereby the
names adorning their surface appear as strange and at times uncanny reminders to
passers-by of the land's original ownership and affiliations."160 However, she further
states that the appropriation of these names for places far away from their original
referents ultimately make these names invisible and "out of memory and into
history."161 Here, the act of commemorating something that is not absent (a living
culture) is seen to be the active process of forgetting, rather than of remembering.

Jennifer Steenshome comments on a similar process of naming streets after significant
members of the community in N e w York:
Over time, these street names lost their historical referents. A s the memory of specific people
or events fades, these streets instead refer to a more diffuse memory of a N e w York past. N e w
names, whether generalized, such as Staten Island's Boulevard of Heroes, or specific, such as
the section of West 31st Street named after the Rev. Mychal Judge (the F D N Y chaplain killed
in the rescue effort), have taken their place in the City's current mythology. As filled with
emotion as these 9/11 renamings are, it seems to be the nature of urban memory (at least in
N e w York) that these will someday lose their specific meaning as well' .
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Hence, the application of names to sometimes unrelated sites seems to fail in its
attempt to construct n e w sites of memory. Street names lose their significance over
time and through habitual viewing ultimately become only names and nothing more.
The actual sites, in the case of Aboriginal and Maori place names, and the locations
more closely connected to the commemorated individual, in the case of N e w York,
retain their importance. Thus, any attempt to locate m e m o r y outside of them, through
the naming of newly constructed spaces, inevitably fails.

The failure of these street-naming projects, is not however the fate of all attempts t
construct sites of memory. The importance of cemeteries in the process of
remembering demonstrates the success of such constructed m e m o r y sites. For many
mourners the gravesite plays a central role in the remembrance of lost relatives and
friends. While other m e m o r y objects (as discussed in chapter 1.1 Materialising
Memory) are no doubt equally as important to this process, the gravesite acts as a fixed
point where all the memories of shared experiences and exchanges with the deceased
may be contained and provided with closure. However, for other mourners the
cemetery does not evoke memories of the deceased but, rather, of their personal loss.
Mary O'Neil, in her discussion of ephemeral art practices and mourning, stated that the
visiting of her son's grave does not remind her of him, but the rusting toys placed upon
the tombstone remind her of his death. This indicates that other objects (favourite toys
for example) evoke memories of the individual, whereas the grave is a reminder of the
death only.163

Barbara Mann's exploration of the Old Cemetery of Tel Aviv further extends the
argument of the cemetery as a constructed site of memory 164 . However, where O'Neil
speaks from within the experience of personal mourning and remembrance, M a n n
discusses a cemetery where those interred there are outside of living memory. Thus,
Mann's argument is more in line with Riegl's theory on Age-value. The cemetery is a
site of m e m o r y due to the overwhelming sense of passing time, rather than for its
ability to evoke specific memories of individuals. In Mann's words the cemetery is a
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site of memory "only in portentia, as a kind of structuring absence, whose boundaries
may define and enclose an important part of Israeli history but whose actual presence
and significance have yet to be addressed." From this it can be concluded that visitors
to this cemetery, or in fact any cemetery, m a y be able to sense the potential mnemonic
function ofthe site. However, the memories are not contained within the place waiting
to be roused, but rather, there is a potential for memories to be attached to such sites.

The example of the cemetery enables a connection between constructed sites of
memory and the utilitarian possibilities of such memorials. In addition to their obvious
functions as spaces for the interment of the dead and as sites of remembrance, the
garden cemetery movement was a result of the realisation that memory sites could
serve broader purposes. The cemetery could be "an elaborate showcase of planning
and horticulture, celebrating death and commemorating individuals, as well as
providing a much-visited pleasureground [sic]."165 The idea that memory sites could
serve the living in practices other than remembrance extended beyond the cemetery.
The possibility was m u c h discussed in relation to First World W a r memorials and was
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adopted even more frequently after the Second World War 166 . In fact, the N e w South
Wales W a r Council advised that First World W a r "permanent memorials could await
the end ofthe war" and "that they should then, 'serve some humanitarian and
utilitarian purpose'"167. T h e abundance of static, stone monuments with the singular
purpose of remembrance following the war memorial movement ofthe 1920s, meant
that there was stronger support for utilitarian memorials after World W a r Two 1 6 8 .
Hospitals, libraries, and most significantly in relation to this chapter, parks and
gardens, became commonly accepted memorial forms (Figure 40). The
commemorative garden functioned both as a site for recreation and also remembering
the dead "all in a state of communion with nature"169.

Hitherto, the discussion of constructed memory sites has focussed on physical
environments created with the intention of providing a space for remembering.
However, constructed m e m o r y sites also exist within the imaginary world of the
artist's canvas, clay or lens. For many artists concerned with memory, their artwork
becomes a space for remembering in its o w n right. A n d for several of these artists the
subject of landscape forms the ideal vehicle for the expression of memories. Hughie
O'Donoghue and Sidney Nolan are two such artists w h o have produced bodies of work
that could be interpreted as constructed landscapes of memory.

A ripping black void spreads across the surface of O'Donoghue's A Line of Retreat
(Figure 41). T h e dark oppressive veil prevents the eye from wandering off too far into
the distance. Instead, one is forced to confront the void, to search the darkness for
some hint of meaning. A n d no sooner than one enters this empty, black space, do the
words scraped into the surface of the painting return one to the safety of the gallery
space, and outside of the brooding landscape. The viewer becomes aware that this
landscape is loaded with memory. M e m o r y of what and of w h o m , however, remains
unclear. For this is not a landscape painted with the intention of illustrating a particular
event, but rather the result of the artist's active process of remembrance. O'Donoghue,
like Kwint in the opening paragraphs of this chapter,findsparallels between the

Inglis, K. S. and Jan Brazier 1998, pl38-144
Inglis, K. S. and Jan Brazier 1998, pl21
Inglis, K. S. and Jan Brazier 1998, pl38-144
Devine, Matthew 2005
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Figure 41: Hughie O'Donoghue, A Line of Retreat, 1998.

memory object, in this case the paintings, and excavation:
The archaeological metaphor runs through all of m y work although the process of adding layers
of paint is almost the opposite ofthe archaeologist's process of removing layers of ground.
Both processes have the same aim, to reveal some 'truth' or 'meaning', and neither the
archaeologist nor I know what this will be before w e go through the process. Meaning is, I
think, a product of process, not something that is simply placed in the picture. For the painting
to have meaning it has to be experienced. The painting can't be understood second hand.170

To O'Donoghue, the materiality of the painting and the means in which it is produced
are as important as the depicted landscape. This landscape, though related to his
father's actual wartime experiences of actual places, could be anywhere. The
memories expressed here are not embedded in the actual landscape and simply
reproduced in paint, but rather lie within the layers of O'Donoghue's painting and the
process of making the picture itself. Thus, rather than depicting a landscape of
memory in the manner of Reinhartz and Levin, O'Donoghue constructs a landscape of
memory specific to his o w n process of remembrance and one which acts as a memorial
to his father. In James Hamilton's words:
Though events in his [the artist's father] war run as a narrative background in the paintings, the
works are not 'about' Daniel O'Donoghue or anybody else. Instead, perhaps, w e can say they
are 'for' him, and for every other person w h o has fought or suffered in war."

O'Donoghue, Hughie 2003, pi40
Hamilton, James 2003, p7
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Figure 42: Sidney Nolan, Gallipoli Landscape,
1961

Sidney Nolan similarly produced a series of landscape paintings as a memorial to his
brother Raymond, w h o drowned in 1945 after returning from the Second World W a r
(Figure 42) 172 . Nolan's thin scrapings of acrylic paint contrast with O'Donoghue's
thickly layered and encrusted surfaces. However, Nolan, like O'Donoghue, found
remembrance through the process of making these images. The sheer number of
paintings in the series and the repetition of subject matter, suggest that Nolan found
something therapeutic in the act of reliving his memories in paint. Unlike the
experience of O'Donoghue's paintings, the viewer is allowed into Nolan's landscapes,
to wander around in these empty and lonely spaces. There is an overwhelming
sensation of absence and longing in these images, as though w e are looking at Nolan's
sense of loss rather than the memories of specific moments in time. The blurring effect
ofthe scraped paint further suggests memory, as these landscapes become indistinct
and fade with the passing of time. Nolan, like O'Donoghue has constructed his o w n
landscape of memory, imagined and produced in order to remember and commemorate
his lost kin.

172

'Australian W a r Memorial' 2006, this series of Gallipoli landscapes were donated to the Australian
War Memorial by Sydney Nolan in memory of his brother Raymond.
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Landscape as a metaphor for m e m o r y

The constructed landscapes of m e m o r y in the paintings of both O'Donghue and Nolan
can be interpreted not only as expressions of each artist's personal journey of
remembrance, but also as metaphors for the nature of memory (and forgetting) itself.
Nolan's absent, open landscapes and the similarly devoid spaces in O'Donoghue's
works are suggestive of the necessary partner to memory: forgetting. A s time passes,
the loss of Daniel O'Donoghue and R a y m o n d Nolan remains as poignant as ever, but
the specific details of time and place become muddled, incomplete and hazy. What
better way to depict the process of forgetting than to paint an empty space? The
following section will explore this and various other ways in which landscape is
employed as a metaphor for memory.

Just as objects and landscapes aid an understanding of memory through representing i
in a tangible and therefore graspable manner, metaphors also provide memory with a
physical explanation. The invisible process of remembering is described by drawing
parallels within the material world in order that memory may be more easily
understood. D o u w e Draaisma explores many of the numerous examples of such
metaphors in his book Metaphors of Memory: A History of Ideas about the Mind.
Draaisma addresses metaphors as diverse as storage spaces, warehouses, archives and
vaults, to metaphors in the landscape; where a labyrinth, forest, an ocean or cave may
describe memory 173 . According to Paul Antze and Michael Lambek, these metaphors
make m e m o r y spatial:
Although m e m o r y is surely a temporal phenomenon, these metaphors tend to transform the
temporal into the spatial and are intensely visual. Layers are excavated, veils lifted, screens
removed. The position ofthe viewer is left in question, but there is always a space, a distance,
between the spectator and memory, a space within which the gaze can be focused and the
memory recognised as distinct, emergent from the background. This visual metaphor raises
questions about the relationship between subjects and their memories and, most
consequentially, h o w the ground between them is covered.

Thus, Antze and Lambek are concerned with the ability of such metaphors to place
memory outside ofthe body, where the 'spectator' is able to stand back and evaluate it

Draaisma, D. 2000, p3
Antze, Paul and Michael Lambek 1996, pxii
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Figure 43: View of the S o m m e Landscape from the Australian National
Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, 2004.

objectively. The m e m o r y process is therefore demystified and becomes
comprehensible. The possibility of standing back from, and placing memory outside of
the body and into metaphor is similar to the process of surveying a landscape (Figure
44). A n d so, landscape becomes a useful metaphor for memory.
The characteristics of memory, its ephemeral, unreliable and evolving qualities, all
find parallels in nature. Vast open landscapes m a y metaphorically suggest the
intangible spaces of the mind; the decay and regeneration of the landscape or its
components could be seen as comparable to forgetting; and the unpredictability of the
weather m a y describe the spontaneity of memory. Empty landscapes as a metaphor for
the interior spaces of m e m o r y suggest that w e are able to detach ourselves from our
memories, to leave them behind and return to them at one's convenience. A s Antze
and Lambek propose, "Memory becomes a 'site', a monument visited, rather than a
context, a landscape inhabited. The ruins of memory are subject to restoration, and w e
all become the alienated tourists of our pasts."175 However, this picture of memory is
problematic in the sense that it implies that memory can be controlled and accessed at

Antze, Paul and Michael Lambek 1996, pxiii
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Figure 44: James Francis (Frank)
Hurley Scattered Graves, Pozieres
battlefield, September 1917.

Figure 45: Pozieres, France, 2004.

will. A n d as with so many ofthe 'storage' metaphors described by Draaisma, this
representation of m e m o r y fails to acknowledge the unpredictable and uncontrollable
nature of memory. W e cannot guarantee that w e will remember certain things, nor can
w e forget through sheer willpower.

This inability to control the lapsing and spontaneous emergence of memory is perhaps
better illustrated by the metaphor of the decaying or regenerated landscape. Debates
over whether to preserve battlefields and ruins or leave them to the natural process of
decay are beset with questions of what should be remembered and for h o w long
(Figures 4 4 and 45). The ability of ruined landscapes to speak of the inevitable process
of forgetting stands in sharp contrast to the continually repeated elegy 'Lest W e
Forget'. The regeneration or natural destruction of memory landscapes resists the
Western desire to make m e m o r y permanent. Consequently, commemorative acts such
as the widespread planting of Avenues of Honour, though intended to perpetuate the
memory of dead soldiers, eventually end with the death of trees and the reminder of
our inability to preserve memory. 176
The instability of memory is further materialized in the metaphor of weather177.
Distressing memories that rise to the surface of the mind unexpectedly m a y be equated

176
This was the case with the Avenue in Clarke Street Hamilton. See: 'Solving the Mystery of the
Missing Sycamores' 1986
177
Draaisma, D. 2000, p73; Antze, Paul and Michael Lambek 1996, pxxviii
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Figure 46: Anselm Kiefer, Emanation, 1984-1985.

with an unforecasted storm (Figure 46). Similarly, the frustration of trying to force the
remembrance of a memorized name or number couldfindits equivalent when the
promise of sunshine is greeted with rain:
Weather brings to mind stability and instability, periods of sunny calm followed by sudden
changes in pressure and temperature, the irruption of tempests, the dispersal of curious
scudding clouds, the stagnation of humidity - and experts whose lack of control over the
science is notorious. It is a vigorous, active metaphor evoking restless movement but one that
prompts us to ask h o w much of memory lies outside of conscious will.'78

Thus, weather provides the workings of memory with a comprehensive metaphor. A n d
when the memories in question are of a distressing nature, dark looming clouds above
a landscape awaiting the downpour, become an apt description of mourning and
remembrance.

Distressing memories, those of absence, abuse and death, find expression through then
own particular metaphors. Absence is often expressed by empty vistas whereas the
abuse or death of an individual is more often manifested in the metaphor of a similarly
battered or destroyed landscape. The charred and churned up earth left after the First
World War, for example, came to be seen as a metaphor for the physical and emotional

Antze, Paul and Michael Lambek 1996, pxxviii
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Figure 47: Jules Gervais-Courtellemont, Devastated Landscape at the French Lines, n.d.

destruction of lives. Within the visual reportage ofthe war the land became a means in
which death could be imaged without the need to show actual bodies, "leading to the
disappearance of actual death, and replaced by its evocation by battlefield
landscapes."179 Craters, trench lines and bunkers, while standing as evidence of the
event, are alsofittingmetaphors for the loss and destruction caused by war (Figure 47).
The c o m m o n reference to this damage as a 'scar' in the landscape further strengthens
the use of such marks as a metaphor for the physical and emotional wounds of war.
Gilman refers to the remaining traces of the Berlin Wall as a scar on the German
body180, and M a y a Lin's design ofthe Washington Vietnam Veterans' Memorial also
draws on the scar metaphor181. Furthermore, craters of mass graves have become part
ofthe memorial at Buchenwald, and are n o w not only the actual burial places ofthe
countless unnamed dead, but also represent the immense loss felt by their absence .
The representation of absence is also at the heart of one argument to leave the

Beurier, Joelle 2004, pi 17
Gilman, Sander L. 2001, p9
Rowlands, Michael 1999, pi39
Diefendorf, Jeffry M . 2005
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Figure 48: Anselm Kiefer, Varus, 1976.

'footprints' of the World Trade Centre in N e w York as testament to the loss of
thousands of individuals that has n o w left metaphorical holes in the lives of their
families and communities. These metaphors, of scars, craters and voids, seek to make
absence present. Other landscape metaphors for distressing memory aim to express not
the aftermath of mourning and loss, but the incident itself, the pain and destruction of
the actual event.

Anselm Kiefer, for instance, in Varus, uses the German Forest as invocation of both
the founding myths of Germany and the almost inconceivable destruction that drew
from such legends (Figure 48) 183 . Kiefer's forest clearly emits an unwelcoming air. The

183
The 'forest' or 'woods' have long been used as a metaphor for memory. Both specifically in relation
to Germany's founding myths and also more broadly - See Schama, Simon 1995, Part One: Wood, p3240. In addition, a knowledge of Kiefer's other works, particularly those more closely bound to
Holocaust Memory, connects the woods with the frequent incidents of mass murder within them, during
Nazi and Soviet Rule (For example, the mass slaughter of Latvian Jews in the woods outside of the Riga
Ghetto, see Schneider, Gertrude 2001; and of French Civilians in the woods at Vallee-aux-loups south
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viewer is led up the cold and frightening track into the depths of a bloody past. The
word 'Varus' floats across the foreground, connecting the brutal scene to the slaughter
at Teutoburger Wald where an entire R o m a n army was slaughtered in 9 A.D 184 . Simon
Schama describes the w a y in which Kiefer has emphasized the hostility ofthe forest in
order that the metaphor best speak of Germany's harrowing memories:
"In Varus the line of perspective leads the beholder along a wintry, blood-stained path, where
the dirty snow seems mixed with ashes, into the depths of Teutoburger Wald, made dark and
sinister."185

This metaphor calls attention to a particular kind of memory, that of a brutal and
unsettling past, through reference to a specific historical event. Similarly, the craters
and empty spaces in the Washington Vietnam Veterans' Memorial and the
Buchenwald Memorial use metaphors in order to speak of painful memories in an
abstract sense.

Metaphors enable the horrendous memories of the past to be addressed without the
need of literal illustration. Such literal depictions of the past m a y not only intensify the
pain (rather than assist the healing process), but also risk creating even more images of
already over-imaged events. T h e repeated representation of the World Trade Centre
attacks, through the footage of the burning towers for instance, has been said to have
de-sensitised the viewing public and as a consequence reduced the emotional impact of
such images186. Furthermore, as Andrea Liss has discussed at length in her book
Trespassing through shadows: memory, photography, and the Holocaust, the viewing
of literal representations of the Holocaust and its victims, particularly those
photographs a m o n g the Nazi archives, m a y result in the 're-victimization' of those
depicted187. In these images, holocaust victims are again represented by their
perpetrators as anonymous, numberless thousands, rather than as individuals with
unique stories and backgrounds. Thus, the vivid depiction of traumatic events is not
always the most effective and certainly not the most sensitive means to remembering
and learning from our pasts.

of Paris, by the Nazis, see Carter, Curtis L. and Karen K. Butler 2002, p ; and of Polish citizens atKatyn
Forest by Soviet Authorities in 1940, see Zawodny, J.K. 1962)
184
Schama, Simon 1995, pI20-129
185
Schama, Simon 1995, pl27
186
Dixon, Wheeler W . 2004, p24
187
Liss, Andrea 1998
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The acknowledgment that metaphors enable a more sensitive communion with the past
has resulted in more abstracted approaches to constructed memory sites. The examples
of Buchenwald and Washington exemplify this new approach. Through drawing on
metaphors found in the circumstantial memory site these examples aim to create more
tactful and sympathetic, but equally provocative, constructed sites of memory. Thus,
the metaphors for memory found within the landscape are inextricably linked to both
the circumstantial and constructed sites of memory, with each feeding directly into the
other.
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PART TWO
Painting memory: the visual response

Figure 49: The studio, 2006.
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2.1

THE JOURNEY: F R O M F O R M TO NOTHINGNESS

While this thesis focuses on a particular type of m e m o r y and its manifestation in
material objects, m y desire to research the m e m o r y of the First World W a r sprang
from a m u c h broader interest in m e m o r y and its mysterious processes. At the
completion of m y undergraduate studies, I had all of the technical and material
ingredients to sustain a productive and creative studio practice. T o this point I had
been content to explore the physical possibilities of m y medium, creating works that
varied greatly in subject matter. Shifting between landscape and object, figuration and
abstraction, m y work was driven by experimental curiosity and a desire to push the
possibilities of paint. While this fascination with the physical complexities of painting
continues to be a driving force behind m y work, it was at the conclusion of m y
undergraduate studies that I began to consider what it was that informed m y painting
on a conceptual level. I sought to push m y practice beyond material and stylistic
methodologies alone; to create paintings that were not only technically accomplished,
but which also had substance and purpose. Despite exhaustive self-assessment and
reflection on past works, it was through m y studio practice, and not this conscious selfexamination, that I realised that m a n y of m y paintings, and indeed m y working
process, circled the broad idea of memory. In addition to observing that I had quite
often drawn from personal experience and historical episodes, the very process of
making a picture seemed to mimic the processes of memory. Marks were added, and
others were erased, n e w layers of paint blotted out sections of previous layers and left
some snippets exposed, and despite the conscious efforts of the artist, the final painting
always revealed some surprises. M e m o r y , it seemed, informed every aspect of m y
studio practice from its initial inspiration, throughout the making process and to the
final product itself. I continued to produce works based on personal reminiscences and
researched widely in all aspects of m e m o r y , bridging countless disciplines from
psychology to material culture.

In danger of becoming lost in the endless sea of literature, I refocused on my studio
practice and more thoroughly considered the aspects of it that seemed to connect so
strongly with the nature of memory. Through this re-examination of m y working
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Figure 50: Karen Annett-Thomas Hath No Man, 2002.
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Figure 51: Karen Annett-Thomas No. 11 For Mr. Lodge
(Detail) 2003.

process I realised that if m y paintings bore associations with memory then they also
spoke of forgetting: the work was as m u c h about the things that were hidden beneath
the layers of paint as it was about those things that were exposed. The work shifted
from the mere depiction of personal memories and became a meditative reflection on
the workings of memory, its transience and unpredictability. From the masses of
theories and endless possible paths that an interest in memory could take, I found
myself concerned not with the neurological, political, or social studies of memory, but
with its material representation and the ability of the painted object to act as a
metaphor for this little understood aspect of human nature. In order to place m y
memory metaphor within a visual context, I sought out other material examples that
could be read as metaphors for memory. Wall surfaces, photographs, documents and
monuments became sources of inspiration for paintings. I sought to draw out from
these objects the elements that held associations with memory and to achieve a similar
sense of memory in m y work (Figures 50 and 51). M e m o r y appeared to have its o w n
visual language, a set of qualities that could be found within an infinite number of
objects, images and perhaps even sounds. Fragmentation, layering, blurriness, signs of
wear and age, combined with an overall sense of unpredictability and ambiguity,
seemed to best describe the nature of memory. However, there were other memory
objects, some designed specifically to aid remembrance, which appeared to be at odds
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with these qualities. T h e regimented metal and stone letters of public m o n u m e n t s ,
though undeniably associated with r e m e m b r a n c e , resisted the visual language of
m e m o r y that I h a d acquainted myself with. W h i l e the truth of m e m o r y , its fallibility
and i m p e r m a n e n c e , w e r e perhaps best described b y the above-mentioned qualities,
these m o n u m e n t s resisted such associations with m e m o r y . Instead they proposed to
m a k e m e m o r y permanent and unchanging and used a different visual code to
c o m m u n i c a t e such intentions. T h u s , there appeared to be t w o types of m e m o r y objects:
those that accepted the true nature of r e m e m b r a n c e and forgetting a n d those that
resisted it. I b e c a m e interested in these oppositions.

It was at this time that I encountered the Milton Street Memorial Book. Hamilton's
c o m m e m o r a t i v e historyfirstentered m y studio practice as part of an undergraduate
investigation into w a r memorials and roadside shrines.188 Seeking to understand the
various m e m o r i a l types, their intents and purposes, I m a d e comparisons between three
distinctly different memorials within the town. T h e Boer W a r memorial - a traditional
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obelisk - like m a n y public monuments, promised permanence. In contrast the second
memorial under examination, the Clarke Street memorial plaque, unintentionally
suggested memory's fragility, as it stood in place of an avenue that had fallen victim to
the processes of time and had disappeared (Figure 52). The third memorial, the book,
unselfconsciously recorded the personal memories of a group whilst simultaneously
admitting its inability to m a k e these memories permanent. I was fascinated not only by
the contrast within the physical forms of these three memorials, but also the variation
in approaches to the concept of commemoration. There appeared to be a correlation
between the visual language employed within each memorial and their maker's
attitude toward remembrance. Large public groups tended to insist on the ability of
their memorial to perpetuate the m e m o r y of an event or person for eternity, whereas,
small groups and their more private commemorative acts tended to admit to memory's
transience. While text was an element that linked all three memorial examples, the vast
differences in both the typographical forms and language styles highlighted the
contrast in attitudes toward commemoration and memory. Thus, both monumental
block text and handwritten script found their way into m y visual vocabulary.

My new found interest in Hamilton's extraordinary war history combined with my
long-standing preoccupation with memory. From a broad interest in memory I had
narrowed m y research to focus on the memories represented in a particular place.
Through both visual and theoretical investigation of the one small geographic location,
I was able to explore many ideas surrounding memory and its materialisation on a
much broader scale. I began to research some of the personal stories that were
connected to the m a n y public memorials within the town, in turn making works that
were directly related to particular individuals and the events they were involved in.
Thus, m y Hamilton investigations were associated with memory on both a micro and
macro level: both with the individual stories and with the wider notion of memory and
the h u m a n attempts to contain it. It was the emotionally powerful nature of so many of
these individual stories that moved m e to use the human form within m y paintings at
this time. It seemed that war memories were inseparable from the bodies that
participated both in the violent battles and also in remembrance of them. Thus, the
figure came to stand for both the dead remembered and the living rememberers.
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Early paintings: the figure and m e m o r y
While the h u m a n form within these works was indistinct and usually blurred, masked
or silhouetted, the body was undeniably present. These early paintings invoked
ethereal h u m a n figures in order to communicate ideas of loss and the distance between
mourners and the dead. T h e shadowy forms shared the pictorial space with both
monumental and handwritten text and all were immersed in chalky black grounds.
While all these components served to convey the story of bereavement encountered
whilst researching the people behind the memorials, it was the h u m a n form that held
these pictures together formally. The hulking forms served as the center of these
images around which everything else revolved. During this time, primarily for
practical reasons, these large works were completed on panels of varying widths. This
allowed for separation of the image, rotation of particular sections and the addition or
elimination of panels. Working through the challenge of combining figure, text and
ground, I was able to use the flexibility of the panels to m a k e dramatic changes to the
works. No. 11 for Mr. Lodge, for example, originally consisted of only two panels,
with afigureand text (derived from the Clarke Street plaque) spanning them both. A
third panel was added to the right, with the intention of creating a balance with the
heavy dark left side of the image. T h e subject of this n e w panel was handwritten text
derived from personal documents associated with the Clarke Street plaque. A s a result,
the personal text on therightcontrasted with the public text of the two left panels;
private m e m o r y contrasted with public memory. Unexpectedly, the process of making
the right panel of this work was significantly different and more challenging than any
other piece I had completed previously. The absence of the h u m a n form in this panel
made the text more dominant and anchoring the image became almost impossible.
W h e n completed, I found that this panel worked successfully on its o w n and that the
floating text within an ambiguous void could allude to the memories, loss and violence
of war. In the piece that followed, Carving the names ofthe Boys, the figure is present
in the right panel, but the left panel further explores the idea of the void, arrived at
within the previous work (Figure 53). These two paintings were the last of m y
Honours studio research and although I was unaware of it at the time, they also marked
the completion of this body of work.
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Discovering the Memorial Books
2004 marked the beginning of m y Doctoral candidature and more extensive research
into the Memorial Books of the First World War. U p o n revisiting the Milton Street
Memorial Book, investigating its history and creating extensive digital documentation
of its pages, I began to consider its place in the wider context of commemoration;
surely other communities had recorded their experiences and memories in a similar
manner. Through exhaustive searching I was able to uncover and document a number
of examples of other Memorial Books, that had until this point been lost among the
archives. The difficulty of locating the Books among the vast collections of local
historical societies, national m u s e u m s and libraries, brought m e to the realization that
this type of memory, and indeed all memories, are less about what remains present
than what is rendered absent. All memorials, including the fragile books, sought to
make absence present: to give body to those w h o were lost and to allow those that
remained to connect with those w h o did not. M y interest in the Memorial Books above
other more c o m m o n memorial types originally stemmed from a fascination with their
personal content and intimate form, qualities that seemed at odds with the commonly
accepted role of a memorial. The books shared with other memorial forms the desire to
make m e m o r y visible and permanent, however their very form seemed to deny this
possibility. The paintings at this time were, and continue to be, a response to this
seemingly unattainable but continually reached-for goal. I was interested in painting
the things that could not be contained rather than those things that had been preserved:
I wanted to paint absence. The h u m a n form, I resolved, was not a suitable expression
of the inevitable absence caused by passing time, nor did it adequately address the
emotions of severance and distance expressed by many mourners within the Memorial
Books. Instead these ubiquitous forms, although ghostly, suggested material
continuance and the possibility that m e m o r y can in fact be m a d e permanent. It seemed
that the areas within these images that were devoid of forms spoke more eloquently of
the process of m e m o r y and the loss expressed in the Memorial Books. This new
direction of thought led to a deliberate removal ofthe human form from m y work and
saw the beginning of a quest to paint 'nothing'.

The ability of 'nothing' to speak of so much was further suggested by some of the
pages in the Memorial Books themselves. Blank spaces where details of particular
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Figure 54: Page from the Bangerang Memorial Book, 2004.

individuals were unknown, the faded space where a photograph was once pasted but
had been removed or lost and the indents in the paper where writing had been but had
disappeared with the fading of its ink were all indicative of the inevitable fading of
memory (Figure 54). These examples of nothingness would serve as the inspiration for
the work that followed. I became more systematic and developed for myself a series of
problems to explore within m y studio practice. I asked myself: h o w do I anchor an
image without using the human form that I have come to rely upon? Does it matter if
the image has no anchor? H o w can text and ground alone convey the themes that I a m
concerned with? If there is no figure, the ground becomes more important - how do I
treat this ground? W h a t then becomes offigure/ ground relationships? I began to make
a number of small studies exploring these problems. Old drawings were cut up and
reworked, and I isolated areas within old paintings where text and ground sat
harmoniously. B y working on a small scale I was able to quickly move through ideas
and experiment with numerous approaches. The process of tearing up old images to rework the smaller sections moved m e to consider the importance of edges (straight or
torn) and also initiated thoughts onfragmentsand memory.
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Painting absence and loss: arches, fragments, craters and headstones

In addition to a newfound interest in the fragment, my desire to anchor these images
led m e to use certain devices such as arched and rectangular spaces in place of the
human form (Figure 55). I produced a number of small paper pieces that explored the
complex idea of painting absence. These works were concerned with the nature of the
memories contained within the Memorial Books, as opposed to focusing on the role of
the body in war memory. Absent photographs within the Memorial Books were deeply
provocative and I found that the absence of the figure (and in the case of the Memorial
Books, the absent portrait) could say more about war memory than the silhouetted
form I had used to this point. The missing photographs, particularly within the Marong
Shire Books of Remembrance and the Bangerang Memorial Book, left traces of glue,
torn paper and fade-marks surrounding where the photos once were. These traces
suggested to m e the loss caused by war. Again, it was m y studio practice that
cemented this idea. W h e n I unpinned a completed drawing from the studio wall I
found that the paper had masked the area behind, leaving a frame of drawn and painted
marks around an empty white space. The rectangles and arches that emerged within the
new works were drawn directly from this studio occurrence and also from the missing
spaces within the Memorial Books. The shapes read almost as though they were holes
or windows within the images and, in many cases, the collage technique used in these
works emphasised this sense of space.

The text in these works became less solid and more integrated into the surface, than
had been the case in previous pieces. Torn edges connected the artwork to notions of
the book and the temporal quality of the paper served as a metaphor for the temporality
of memory. The intimate size of these works was strongly connected to the Memorial
Books and the collage works appeared to be items from an archive as much as works
of art. The most significant aspect of these pieces, however, was their fragmentary
nature. I began to consider the links that could be made between war, memory and
fragments. The concept of the fragment could be applied to the Memorial Books, with
each page a fragment of the whole story; to war in general, with the fragmentation of
people, objects and landscapes; and to the nature of memory and the inability to reconstruct the whole event. Fragmentation occurred both literally within the artwork
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Figure 56: Karen Annett-Thomas Untitled 2004.
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and figuratively within m e m o r y thus connecting the physical artwork to the
metaphysical subject.

Nothing seemed to better illustrate these connections to the fragment than the
battlefields of the S o m m e , which I visited at this time. The experience of being in the
place where the battles were fought and at the sites of so many war graves and
monuments to the missing brought m y attention to the landscape of war. I began to
think about war m e m o r y in a more abstract fashion, attempting to paint the way it felt
to be within these landscapes of death. Dark looming shapes, heavy with the weight of
grief and loss, became the new subject matter. I recalled the sight of a heavy cloud
reaching d o w n to almost touch the horizon, but there was a glimmer of blue sky
between the land and the cloud. This point of blue sky between the dark cloud and the
land reminded m e of an hourglass, the memento mori that represents life slipping from
one side to the other (Figure 56). In the paintings and drawings derived from these
ideas, sharp marks allude to violence, blurry edges to memory, white to hope, black to
d o o m and red to the blood spilt through warfare. The absence from the studio resulted
in a separation with the subject matter of the smaller collage pieces and created a
desire to replace this intimate scale with larger, more expressive drawings and
paintings. T h e vast expanses of the landscapes I had visited and the enormity of the
events that had occurred upon them seemed to demand a greater presence and larger
scale within m y studio work. The ability to connect the war memories expressed in the
Memorial Books to a geographic location had a profound effect on m y thinking. The
'absence' that I had sought to represent had found voice in many elements ofthe
damaged landscape, from the scarred fields and the military cemeteries to the heavy
clouds that hung above them.

The ruins of the Roman Forum, the broken buildings of northern France and the
shattered objects within the Imperial W a r M u s e u m in London enhanced m y interest in
the fragment. Tearing up painted text that I had copied from the Bangerang Memorial
Book and arranging the pieces in compositions that recalled the foreboding European
landscapes enabled m e to connect m y experience of the distant battlefields with the
books that were made so close to home. The contrast between the two m e m o r y objects
(the landscape and the books), and the distance between them also became important
in m y thinking about m y work. It was important that the landscape always remained
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Figure 57: Karen Annett-Thomas Untitled (Sketchbook studies of fragmented
letters with predella's (text sourced from Bangerang memorial book) 2004.

Figure 58: Karen Annett-Thomas Untiled (Fragmented letter work on studio wall) 2004.
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distant and unimaginable, the way it must have seemed for those w h o constructed the
Memorial Books. The fractured letters became maquettes for large-scale charcoal and
ink drawings, with their enlarged format further distancing the black forms from their
original textual source and moving them closer to the landscapes of loss (Figures 57
and 58). While the drawings became more and more reminiscent of a charred and dead
landscape, the lack of colour separated them from any real sense of place. T h e dark
shapes seemed to sit somewhere in between figure and landscape and despite the
unsettling 'pastness' of the restricted palette, their organic forms suggested movement
and life. In addition, the portrait format of some of the fragments reminded m e of the
black and white portraits within the Memorial Books. M a n y such portraits were
captioned beneath with the details of the sitter's war experience and occasionally
aspects of their life prior. Connections could be made between such captioning and the
predellas that skirted some ofthe 13th and 14th century religious paintings that I had
seen in m a n y European galleries. These predellas, though pictorial rather than textual,
told the life story of whomever was depicted in the portrait above and as such served
as a kind of caption similar to those in the Memorial Books. I made a series of
portrait/predella paintings in response to such connections. The large fragmented
letters stood as portraits of absent people and their stories were told in the
indecipherable text of the predellas below. In these works, the individuals became
fragmented both in body and m e m o r y and by consequence the works spoke not of
particular memories but of what could not be remembered.

The subdued palette used within the fragmented letter works had been a feature of
much of the work I had produced during and since m y Honours studies and was
largely influenced by the documentation of the First World W a r in black and white
photographs andfilm.In addition, the use of simple media and limited colour enabled
m e to focus more on the compositional challenges of making images at a time when I
was struggling - with heavily loaded subject matter, the inclusion of text, and the
absence of the h u m a n form - which had anchored m y images for so long. It was
important that I fully understood the subject matter I was attempting to describe and
the way in which text, form and ground could share the same pictorial surface.
Limiting m y palette and simplifying the media used to construct each image was a
tactic I employed in order to more successfully deal with these new challenges. While
I was content working with water-based painting media and drawing materials during
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this time, the textural limitations of such materials and the supporting grounds
(primarily paper) became more apparent as I grew more confident with other aspects
of the images. Thus, m y attention turned toward activating the surface of m y paintings
and investigating the ability of oils to do this (Figure 59).

Although my return to experimentation with studio materials was guided by this
newfound confidence in m y chosen subject, the return to oils saw a diversion from the
fragmented letters and a less conscious approach to m y pictures. I used oils in an
instinctive manner, thinking more about the handling of the paint than the subject
matter of the image. Working on many pieces at once, I was able to explore various oil
mediums and layering techniques. M y experiences and memories of the battlefields
naturally emerged in these oil paintings, with the image of the Lochnager crater at La
Boiselle in the S o m m e arising time and time again. This enormous hole in the
landscape was like the missing portraits in the Memorial Books. Like the absent
portraits, it suggested more about the loss of war through absence and displacement
than through its presence. Sunken deep into the fertile earth of the S o m m e , the crater
was lined with blood-red poppies. F e w battlefield sites described the immense absence
experienced by witnesses of the First World W a r as coherently and poetically as this
scar in the countryside. T h e Lochnager crater revealed the devastating history of the
landscape, which continues to be buried physically by the re-growth and re-farming of
the land and more subtly by nostalgic and politically motivated re-readings ofthe site's
history. Still, the hole left by displaced earth simultaneously remembered and forgot
those buried beneath its bulging edges.

The crater seemed to illustrate the words ofthe Books: Missing, presumed dead; Killed
in action; Buried, somewhere in France. For so many, the First World W a r caused an
overwhelming gap, a dark crater, never to be filled (Figure 60). Thus, conscious efforts
to describe such unspeakable loss through material means was quite often an effort
made in vain. Visual and literary arts have struggled to find a vocabulary capable of
describing the indescribable, and I too was m a d e to consider: h o w does one m a k e a
material representation of loss and h o w is absence m a d e visible? Within the private
realm, m a n y material items existed to remind the mourner of their loss. Clothes that
would no longer be worn, a bed that would no longer be slept in and a chair that would
never be sat in all stood as painful reminders of the person w h o was no longer there.
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But in the public sphere, few objects described this loss without justifications or
political agenda. Monuments served to unite mourners and create c o m m o n ground for
grieving, but their very form denied the loss that all felt, and few spoke of. It seems
that public commemoration was not ready to acknowledge the tragedies and instead
preferred to justify the loss. T h e landscape, however, was engraved with the scars of
war and inadvertently stood as a permanent memorial to war's loss.

While the influence of the battlefield landscape was reflected most obviously in the
crater paintings, other aspects of the landscape also emerged as potential vehicles for
the expression of the m e m o r y and loss of war. Dark looming clouds and vast empty
landscapes also became the subject of paintings and although inspired by actual places
and experiences that bore direct connections with the war, these places were almost
always painted from m e m o r y and not from life. It was important that the studio
practice reflected the spirit of the subject matter and was m a d e through similar
processes; paintings about m e m o r y were made from memory 189 . A large oil-on-linen
piece, for example, recalled that dark cloud touching the horizon that had been the
subject of some earlier drawings. However, this time the use of different media
resulted in a heavier and more dramatic effect and the un-stretched edges of the canvas
stood in place of the torn edges of the paper. The m e m o r y of the cloud had become
exaggerated and its ominous qualities more pronounced in order that it more aptly
describe the emotions I had later connected to it. Thus, the depiction of the cloud had
altered in light of the relationship I had developed with it, just as events are remembered and re-imagined in the context of the present.

Similar modification and manipulation occurred in relation to another aspect of the
landscape that was used as a basis for paintings at this time. This feature ofthe
landscape, however, was more purposefully constructed as a site of remembrance and
so held different connections to commemoration than did the more spontaneous sites
of memory, such as the Lochnager crater. Headstones, from actual First World W a r
military cemeteries and also from other cemeteries unconnected to the event, seemed
to suggest rows of h u m a n torsos in some of m y images that were painted from memory
(Figure 61). W h e n thefirstof these headstone paintings was created I had already
189

I later adopted this concept in regards to my treatment of text, which will be addressed later in this
chapter.
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Figure 62: Karen Annett-Thomas Untitled 2005.
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begun to forget the details of the headstones: their exact proportions, their size, colour
and arrangement at the site. Thus, m y memories ofthe headstones combined with m y
personal interpretation of these objects as painted representations of absence. The
result was a set of images that, although based on the still, stone objects of the
commemorative site, were animated in such a way that they suggested human
qualities. T h e removal from reality (painting from m e m o r y rather than from life)
enabled m e to more closely connect these real objects with the ghostly qualities of
mourning and loss that I had endowed them with in m y mind. The headstones had
become abstracted to become black fragments, some grounded and others floating. The
painted headstones could be interpreted as portraits of the deceased, the heaviness of
their loss reflected in these dark haunting forms, reminiscent of Magdelena
Abakanowitz's sculpted backs (Figure 62) 190 .

Thus, my exploration of the Somme landscape had seen my work move away from the
silhouetted figure. It seemed that fragmented letters, craters, clouds and human-like
headstones had replaced figure. T h e diversity of subject matter at this time enabled m e
to follow a number of different paths which would later be refined and developed into
a more concise body of work. In addition, oil on canvas and linen provided the
paintings with arichersurface quality and m a d e possible the use of a more aggressive
and spontaneous painting action. Mark-making and the application of paint, therefore,
began to take on a more significant role in the work and I allowed the possibilities of
the materials to inform the final painting rather than attempting to force certain
outcomes that were alien to the medium. For example, I was able to use the inherent
qualities of oils, glazes and additives to build layers that held associations with
memory, where I had failed to do so in past charcoal and acrylic drawings. The
fragmented letter drawings had also introduced the idea that the text itself could
become the subject of the image. N o longer was text solely seen as an accompaniment
to the object of the painting. It was n o w considered for its physical structure and its
decorative qualities in addition to its literal meaning. However, conclusions as to its
place within the paintings - as an element of the wider composition or as independent
subject on its o w n - were yet to be made.

Rose, Barbara 1994
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Layers of m e m o r y : headstones, text and the introduction of colour

These complex compositions of headstones, text and layers of strong colour, were
exhibited alongside the prints of Masters Candidate Robyn Hassall, at the La Trobe
University Visual Art Centre in late 2005. Drawing primarily on headstone studies and
text from various Memorial Books, these paintings were the culmination ofthe past
year's studio experimentation and thinking in regards to subject matter that I have
detailed above. T h e largest of the works, a monochromatic oil on un-stretched canvas
and thefirstpainting of the series, incorporated both headstones and text (copied from
the Milton Street Memorial Book) in thin transparent layers (Figure 63). Unstretched
canvas was initially employed as a means to avoiding the straight edge of the canvas
and connecting with the torn edges of the paper that I had previously associated with
the Memorial Books. In addition to this effect it allowed m e to more easily work on a
large scale that would have been less manageable on a stretcher. However, the problem
with this support was the restriction it placed on the building of the painted surface. Its
flexibility meant that only relatively thin layers of paint could be applied and that
chalky additives and wax, which I had used previously, needed to be avoided. Thus,
the subsequent paintings m o v e d away from the un-stretched canvas and were made on
rigid boards, enabling m e to build up a layer of monumental text in a thick plaster-like
medium followed by layers of oil and wax. The latter pictures were therefore more
able to evoke a sense of layering and the evidence of their o w n history ignited
connections with the m e m o r y process. It was not only the physical surface of these
paintings that separated them from the earlier un-stretched piece. Strong vibrant
colours adorned the surface of these works on board, masking sections of the
headstones beneath and revealing only glimpses of the underlying painting.

While many ofthe monochromatic paintings that I had completed prior to this
exhibition were under-painted with brightly coloured grounds that were gradually
subdued by the overlaying of a more muted palette, the paintings within this exhibition
were the first strongly coloured works to be m a d e as part of m y studies of memory. As
stated earlier, the conscious decision to work with a limited colour range was made to
both connect with the black and white documentation of the First World W a r and also
to allow m e to concentrate on the subject and composition of the images rather than
focussing on the problem of colour. However, along the course of m y research into
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Figure 64: Karen Annett-Thomas From Milton Street to the S o m m e 2005.
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Figure 65: Karen Annett-Thomas A Carpenter from Warracknabeal 2005.
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Figure 66: Frank Hurley. Arabic village, Philistine Plain, Palestine

other representations of the W a r and the memories of it, I came across many examples
of colour that evoked the past equally as well as the countless black and white
examples had. Until this point, m y experience of this event had been seen through the
black and white veil of historical documentation and I remained insistent on discussing
the m e m o r y of the First World W a r from m y o w n distant perspective rather than
making works that masqueraded as representations offirst-handexperience. However,
as I encountered more and more colour depictions of the people, battles and sites of the
conflict, m y perspective and m y paintings became tinted with a similar palette.

The 2004 exhibition Captured in Colour, at the Australian War Memorial, was
influential in m y reconsideration of colour191. The colour within the photographs,
though intended to mimic reality, seemed sickly and unreal, as though there had been
an attempt to breathe life into the otherwise dead moment. The pale blue sky in some
photographs slightly overlapped with the almost fluorescent green of the grass, and the
rose of a child's cheeks were too bright for the situation the youngster found themself
in. Such use of colour did not bring the pictures closer to representing reality; instead,
their misalignment emphasised the distance between the depicted moment and myself.
It seemed that colour had the ability to suggest m y removal from the event as strongly,

" Australian W a r Memorial 2003
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and perhaps more originally, than the tonal palette I had used prior. From m y very
limited knowledge of historical photographic technologies, the photographs appeared
to be black and white images overlain with a transparent veil of colour. I began to
consider possible oil painting techniques that could be employed in a similar manner,
and experimented with thin colour glazes and handmade beeswax mediums painted
over heavily textured tonal paintings. The resulting paintings within the 2005
exhibition at the L a Trobe University Visual Art Centre, share a similar veiling quality
with the colour photographs. However, the use of unrealistic colour is emphasised in
the paintings. Colour is employed in a more emotive mode, rather than in the
naturalistic manner of the photographs.

All the elements that I had come to associate with memory, loss and the Memorial
Books lay beneath this n e w use of colour. Within each painted image sat layers of
monumental public text, headstones (that appeared to stand in place of the human
form), handwritten script (etched into their earthy coloured surfaces) and a texture that
related strongly to m e m o r y , time and damage. The contrast between collective and
private m e m o r y was suggested through the juxtaposition of scrawly handwriting,
copied from the Memorial Books, with the rigid structure of public text derived from
associated town monuments beneath. This contrast was further suggested through the
overlaying of w a r m and vibrant colours (alluding to the personal) over the underlying
monochromatic headstones that spoke of a colder more public representation of
memory. Memory's fragmentation, ambiguity and flux were also hinted at in the very
physical history of the painting's making. M a n y parallels could be drawn between the
painted images and the memories that they were made in response to. The paintings,
like memory, spoke of past events, but not always clearly; the scraped back sections
revealed aspects of the story that m a y have lain hidden only to be randomly revealed
by the artist's action; and the heavily textured surfaces of the paintings often cracked
and crumbled, appearing to be worn and damaged by a violent history.

Doctoral conclusions: the 2007 exhibited works

While the earlier exhibited works appeared to contain all ofthe elements necessary to
communicate m y ideas in relation to the Memorial Books, and are important in
understanding the development of the studio practice, they are problematic in a
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compositional sense. Not only were the paintings very difficult to carry off due to the
complexity and number of included elements, but they also became difficult to read, as
there was so m u c h happening in each canvas. U p o n reviewing the 2005 exhibition I
concluded that the challenge within the studio would be the separating out of elements
and a consequent simplification ofthe image. M y aim, after all, had been to paint the
absence and loss that was communicated so eloquently within the Memorial Books,
and although it was necessary for the paintings to m o v e through this busy stage, it was
n o w crucial that they be reduced once again to their core subject of absence.
Consequently, the exhibition which forms the visual component of this thesis, consists
of works from both this earlier 'busy' stage and also a series of more recent reduced,
elemental landscape and text paintings. The use of both monumental and handwritten
texts and aspects of the landscape has remained important in the expression of ideas
and the 2007 exhibition is a consideration ofthe possible ways in which these elements
can function more effectively together.

In March 2006,1 was invited to participate in the Australian Broadcasting Association
television series Painting Australia.'92 The program involved creating a painting at a
site chosen by the episode's master artist, John Wolesley, in the space of two days.193
While the novelty aspect of the program was an interesting learning experience, the
true value of the project came through the challenge it presented in terms of materials,
working methods and the landscape subject. For the first time in m y doctoral studies I
was to create a landscape painting from life, and was to do so using oils, a medium that
is notoriously suited to a m u c h longer production time. I saw the project as an
opportunity to experiment with both the subject and m y materials, choosing to paint a
large rock formation using pigment found on the site combined with m y o w n
handmade w a x m e d i u m and paints. Mixing on-site and working wet into wet (rather
than in a series of layers left to dry over a number of weeks and sometimes even
months, as was the process within the studio) had surprising results. Although perhaps
not an entirely successful painting in a completed sense, the work presented a number
of possibilities for future paintings in terms of the colour and texture that was achieved
on site. After the filming ofthe program, I m a d e other paintings at various sites using
the landscape and its materials in order to address the theme of absence and loss. I had

To be aired March 2007
Victoria Hill, Bendigo
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c o m e to realise that the m e m o r y of the First World W a r need not only be depicted
through the landscapes upon which it was fought, but could also be described by the
vast expanses of the barren Central Victorian landscape. The landscape after all, had
been introduced for its metaphorical qualities and the paintings had never intended to
be depictions of a specific location. But rather, they aimed to represent a generic
landscape of absence, loss and memory.

Although landscape and text have remained integral to my practice, they have became
separated from each other, with both text and landscape becoming the subject of
paintings in their o w n right. The paintings function more effectively as a group, with
each image relating to the others, and thus creating a dialog in the space between them.
O n its o w n , a painting m a y perhaps be interpreted as a peaceful landscape or a simple
study of text, but w h e n shown as a group their meanings change. A return to working
on panels allowed m e to play on this idea and to re-arrange the paintings so as to
achieve a variety of different associations between the text and landscape elements. N o
longer did I need to crowd everything into every image and the result is a series of
paintings that work far more successfully in an aesthetic sense. The use of panels also
allowed for the possibility of working on a large scale on rigid canvas stretchers that
could support the heavily textured surfaces that I have come to favour. The use of
panels was not only beneficial to m y work in this more practical sense, but has also
allowed for further conceptual links to the fragmentary and unpredictable qualities of
memory. Such associations are suggested through the fracturing and dispersal of
landscape and text panels.

The absent landscapes and handwritten text within the submitted works speak of a
m e m o r y vastly different to those often expressed by countless stone monuments and at
many commemorative services. W e are taught that w e are obliged to remember, as
stated on the Shrine's inscription, it".. .commemorates a peoples fortitude and
sacrifice. Y e therefore that c o m e after give remembrance." However, in addition to
this inherited obligation there is another, perhaps more hopeful, incentive to remember.
A n d that incentive is to learn in order to avoid repetition. While the Second World
War, Vietnam, The Malayan Emergency, Korea, The First Gulf W a r and the current
conflict in Iraq are evidence that the simple act of remembrance can not alone avoid
future wars (and in some cases 'remembering' has been employed as a tool for gaining
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support for subsequent conflicts), what w e remember carries some weight. O n Anzac
and Remembrance D a y speakers invoke ideas of courage, mateship, honour and duty.
Lives lost are weighed against the freedoms gained. Here, w e remember the victories,
the c o m m o n cause and the commitment to the Nation. What if instead w e remembered
the loss; the individuals that could be your father, son, brother or husband; the
hardship; the anxiety of separation; the uncertainty; the growing up without a father;
the absent chair at the dinner table; the fear of a reverend knocking on the front door;
the maimed; the homeless; and the traumatised?
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